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will be bought this year . . .

whole-hearted,

worry-

free pleasure ... by members

of our 1930 Christinas Savings
Club . . . whose small weekly
made without

We are

the least sacrifice.

now organizing our 1931 Club.

Gov. Gardiner urges the observance
next Sunday, Dec. 7 of Universal
Bible Sunday in the churches
throughout Maine. The American
Bible Society an organization which
issues annually over eleven million
copies o f Bibles, Testaments, and
*••••*•«>•• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
.«• I* Portions in close to 200 languages,
•••
has been sponsoring Universal Bible
—
The true pleasure of life Is to ♦ Sunday
over a period of years.
live with your Inferiors —Thack- ••• Thousands of churches throughout
» eray.
— the United States as well as many
,e. 9$ ■ Christian churches abroad join in
this movement which was conceived
■ and is promoted to emphasize the
NO CURTAILMENT HERE
essential position which the Bible oci cupies in the spiritual life of men and
The Christmas Tree Industry In women. In endorsing Universal Bible
creases Annually — Rockland Line Sunday Gov. Gardiner says:
Contributes
“The annual observance of Uni
versal Bible Sunday is again called to
Christmas trees by hundreds of our attention and we may fittingly
carloads are being shipped daily and give thought to this occasion. As a
! from now until a week prior to people, we recognize the place of the
; Christmas Day this industry, which Bible, both in our homes and in our
We may well emphasize the
! is increasing each year, will be work.
lessons to be gained from its study
flourishing.
and the aid which it has given man- '
The majority of the trees shipped kind.”
over the Maine Central lines this
year originated in the State of Maine flat cars and for the most part are
and are destined to the larger cities fir and spruce trees. A great many
in the East, and some even find their of the shipments originate in Wash
way to communities beyond Chicago. ington County, Central Maine, on
Each carload consists of 650 the Rockland Branch and the Moun
bundles with from three to six trees tain road, Maine Central officials
in each bundle. They are loaded on | state.

You are invited to Join, $1 a

week will give you over 150

next Christmas.

3 Unusual Services
SUNDAY, DECEMBER SEVENTH

Rockland Savings Bank

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND

CHRISTMAS SAVINdS CLUB
143tf
UMlklxM.

Evangelist Homer Grimes
PREACHER, SOLOIST, PIANIST

fe' A1 the Jai gn of
S North National Bank5

10.30—“A SPIRITUAL TRIANGLE."

3.00—MEN ONLY—Address: “Wishbone, Funnybone, Backbone."

7.15—“WAS JESUS GOD OR MAN?” (Facts that will strengthen
the Faith of Youth and Old Age)

Guide To

Successful Business

SERVICES EVERY NIGHT NEXT WEEK EXCEPT MONDAY.
TUESDAY, 7.30 "OLD FASHIONED MEETING" NIGHT

"Make perseverance your friend, experience your

wise counselor, caution your elder brother, and

A Show for Your Money!

hope your guardian genius." Avail yourself of our

good facilties and helpful service,

Q

North National Bank
Rockland, Main©

Great One-Act Plays

Q

WATTS HALL, THOMASTON

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 10
7.30 to 10.30

Adelyn Bushnell and Marshall Bradford
Assisted by a Cast of 40 Persons

THE CAST:

(Pupils of Adelyn Bushnell)

A plan will help you
get ahead
Nearly every man who has achieved finan
cial independence through his own efforts
has done so by following a definite and
systematic plan of spending and saving.

In this way, by depositing a certain sum

each week or month in a savings account,
a reserve fund can be built up from which

RUTH ELLINGWOOD
GRACE ROLLINS
MRS. MAURICE LOVEJOY
MARY BUNKER
EDITH NORTH
JOSEPHINE PERRY
RUTH WHITTEMORE
AGNES FLANAGAN
DOROTHY SNOW
HAZEL MARSHALL
MARION NORTON
EVELYN CAMERON
VICTORIA CURRY
VADA CLUKEY
LOUISE DOLUVER
VIRGINIA CHILDS
FLORENCE DEAN
DOROTHY HARVEY
MELVIN VOSBURGH

ALBERT DODGE
E. F. LYNCH
CHARLIE STARRET
ALTON FOSTER
DAVID LIBBY
.
ZENAS MELVIN
WILLIAM MANNING
CLINTON FICKETT
ELIZABETH CALDER
MARY LAWRENCE
LEONA WILLIAMS
JANICE PILLSBURY
RUTH PERRY
HELEN DE ROCHEMONT
MARION MULLEN
MARY SLEEPER
ELZADA NORTH
MARION WATTS

BENEFIT THOMASTON HIGH SCHOOL

other investments can be made when op
portunities are offered. Any of the offi
cers of this bank would enjoy helping you
work out a savings and investment pro
gram to fit your income and expenses.

ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK
I
Safety

I

I

Service

A Member of thc Financial Institutions Group of Banks
Financial Institutions. Inc. Is a Maine corporation owning a majority
ol the Capital Stock of 14 Maine banks having total resources of more
than $86,000,000. Over 85 per cent of the Common Stock of Financial
Institutions. Inc. Is owned by Maine capital and the corporation is
managed by Maine men who have had long and successful experience
ln banking and financial operation.
.

THREE CENTS A COPY

HAVE YOU
THOUGHT ABOUT IT?
We mean about the EDUCATION OF YOUR BOY. He is
perhaps four years old. In fourteen years he will be ready
for college and his course will cost about twenty-five hun
dred dollars. Are you wondering how you are going to meet
the call? Well, here’s the way out. For less than thirtyfive cents per day the question is solved. Isn't it worth
that much? And isn't it easy? A deposit of $10.00 per
month in the ROCKLAND LOAN AND BUILDING AS
SOCIATION, plus dividends of 5'4 % per annum will amount
in fourteen years to $2,516.80. What investment of such
little cost will bring so much benefit and satisfaction? Now,
at the commencement of the new year, is the best time to
make the start. Come in at once and lay thc foundation
for his educational fund.

Rockland Loan & Building Association

Issue

Volume 85.................... Number 146

WARDEN LINSCOTT IN CHARGE

“GOLDEN RULE WEEK” December T-14

Gov. Gardiner Urges Its Observance
In Churches Throughout Maine
Next Sunday

The Rockland Gazette was established
In 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Qazette
In 1882. The Free Press was established
In 1835 and In 1891 changed Its name to
the Tribune. These papers consolidated
March 17, 1897.

Hundreds of Christmas gifts

deposits were

UNIVERSAL BIBLE SUNDAY

The Courier-Gazette
Subscriptions *3.00 per year payable ln
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY

CHRISTMAS
SAVINGS
eiub

with

Rockland, Maine, Saturday, December 6, 1930

Saturday!

Will Direct Affairs Of State Prison—Native of Maine and
Has Had Highly Successful Career
The Maine State Prison at Thom- the shop. Had she been rccognizrd
aston passed under a new regime\ as the warden's daughter the thugs
Thursday when Charles Edward Lin- . would have shot her, too, the official
scott late warden of the Rhode Island believes.
State Prison took the helm. He sueThe thugs were captured within
ceeds Col. George A. Buker who has two hours, but were never indicted
returned to his former home in Bath for the principal reason that thc
bearing the best wishes of the many i turnkey, not believing himself fatally
friends he made during his incum- shot, made no deathbed statement,
bency of the office.
j Warden Linscott is a member of
Warden Linscott has been a very 1 Hartford Lodge. F.A.M., Pythagoras
busy man since he assumed his new j Chapter. Walcott. Council and Wash1 charge, but with the skilled eye ington Commandery, K. T.. all of
i which comes of long experience he I Hartford; Palestine Temple of Mystic
has already obtained a very good Shrine in Providence, and Scottish
1 idea of the layout. His first official j Rite bodies in New Haven and
caller was A. W. Gregory of this Bridgeport. He is also a member of
' city, a member of the Prison Com- j the Providence Rotary Club and
mission, and yesterday he was visit- 1 brings to Thomaston something of
I ed by another commissioner, Phineas which he is very proud—a testiT. Gay of Newcastle.
monial signed by all of the Rotarlans
Born in Maine, not so very many ln Providence and Pawtucket, among
miles from the State's penal instltu- j them being Gov. Case of Rhode
tion. Warden Linscott is by no means ' Island.
a stranger in a strange land He is ’ The new warden is a worshipper at
a native of South Windsor and a son j the Episcopal Church.
In the 35 years since he went away
of Elmer Linscott, who conducted a
from Maine there have been few
farm there.
I The boy left school at 15, and for | summers when thc old Pine Tree
i seven years worked steadily in the ; State has not lured him back for his
Windsor lumber mills. After reach- vacation.
ing manhood he watched for oppor
"You have got one of the finest
tunities. and one came when he was prison plants in the country,” said
offered the position of wall guard at Warden Linscott, "and I know I am
the Connecticut State Prison in going to like here."
The new warden is a man of excep
Weathersfield. He was with that
I institution 16 years, and at the time tionally fine appearance, and none
of his departure was acting as deputy of the published pictures has done
IXi
____________
warden. Thc institution had 600 in him justice. The Courier-Gazette
feels entirely safe in the prophecy
mates.
Send Chfcck to “UOLDEj 2VJLE FOUNDATION”
that Knox County* is going to like
him.
Lincoln Building, GO E.
St., New York, N.Y.
From Weathersfield Mr. Linscott
Warden Linscott's family includes
went
to
thc
Connecticut
Reformatory
John Masefield, beloved poet lau president and Albert Shaw, L.L.D.. is
his wife and two daughters—Misses
in
Cheshire
as
assistant
superintend

reate, says:
chairman, does not organize or ent. The instituion had just been Thelma and Maxine.
create relief or welfare work under
He who gives a child a treat
Makes Joy-bells ring ln Heaven's Street; its own direction but makes supple completed but it filled rapidly, and
the conclusion of Mr. Llnscott's
And he who gives a child a home
BAPTIST MEETINGS
mentary appropriations or grants to J at
Builds palaces ln Kingdom Come.
five-year stay it had 350 inmates.
existing
organizations
approved
by
The Golden Rule Foundation, with '
When
he
made
his
next
change
Interesting Services By Evan
its survey committee.
Linscott stepped across theborder
national headquarters in the Lin
Among the organizations whose I Mr.
into
Rhode
Island
and
served
one
gelist Grimes Are Attract
coln Building, New York, and work for hungry and neglected chil
year as deputy warden at the Rhode ;
regional and state offices located dren of the world will be aided by Island State Prison in Howard. His
ing Large Audiences
throughout the United States, has America’s contributions during Gold executive ability so well manifested
been incorporated to apply the Gold- j en Rule Week, Dec 7 to 14 are: Porto | itself during that year that he suc
High School students made up a
en Rule in practical ways for the al Rico Child Feeding Committee, ceeded John V. Chapman as warden, large part of the fine audience that
leviation of suffering and to promote Mexico Child Feeding Committee, a position which he has held the past came to hear Evangelist Homer
the welfare of mankind throughout; Friends of the Mountain Children 112 years, to the complete satisfaction Grimes at the First Baptist Cnurch
the world. Its immediate program, (for relief of children in the South I of the State.
last night. Before the sermon, the
its officers state, centers on under ern Appalachian and Ozark Moun The Rhode Island institution is in evangelist led the congregation in
privileged children in the United tains!, American Friends' Service reality a combination of prison and an inspiring song rervice to his own
States and other American territory,, Committee, Council of Women for jail. All of the counties in the little piano accompaniment. He also sang
and in many other parts of the Home Missions, in their work with State have jails which are managed a group of negro spirituals. Rev.
world.
All
funds
contributed! America's 100,000 "child migrants” by sheriffs, with the exception that Mr. Collins, pastor of the Baptist
throughout Golden Rule Week, from who "follow the crops," and American the Providence County Jail with its Church. Waldoboro, led in prayer
Dec. 7 to 14. will be used in full for Indian children, who live in Govern 330 prisoners comes within the juris just before the address. The pastor.
the object designated, as all admin ment boarding schools without suffi diction of the State Prison which has Rev. J. Charles MacDonald, an
istrative expenses of the Foundation cient care and preparation for use 400 inmates. So that Mr. Linscott nounced that Mr. Grimes would
are otherwise provided by special fulness and self-support in life; has had charge of more than 700 speak tonight on “Jonah and The
China Child Welfare, Inc., Central prisoners—this ln marked contrast to j Whale," and said that “although it
contributions for this purpose.
The Golden Rule Foundation, of Bureau for Relief in Europe, and his new charge which Included 215 ; was unusual to hold a Saturday
Which Dr. S. Parkes Cadman is India Child Welfare Committee.
night service in Rockland, a large
convicts at Thursday's roll call.
In marked contrast, also, to the crowd is expected." He also anI
situation at Thomaston, every able- nounced that the visitor would
REVENUES FELL OFF
1 bodied man in the Rhode Island preach three times on Sunday. In
i State Prison is working. Fifty ppr- the morning at 10.30 his subject will
Operating results of the Maine
' Central Railroad for October are an
i rent of them are in the shirt manu- be, "The Spiritual Triangle;" in the
! facturing department. Also ln the afternoon at 3 a meeting for men
nounced thus:
way of industries there is a printing only to which boys from Junior High
Freight revenue $1,324,584 as com
j department, a tailor shop, a car- age up will be admitted. The sub
pared with $1.633510 in October,
j penter shop and a machine shop. ject of the address is, “Wishbone,
1929; passengqr revenue, $172,129
against $206,671; railway operating
Warden Linscott states that the con Funnybone, Backbone." In the pop
revenues. $1.64^,370 against $2,019,- :
vict labor has never been opposed by ular evening service the evangelist
private manufacturers and that the will speak on “Was Jesus God or
378; and surplus after charges.
prison has always worked in hai - Man?" Special music by Mr. Grimes
$121,024 against $325,561.
and the chorus choir will be featured.
mony with labor unions.
The radio weather forecast this
♦ ♦ ♦ #
Monday is rest day. and no services
morning indicated rain today and
will bf held, but will be resumed
A
large
farm
is
naturally
»n
tonight, with increasing winds,
Tuesday, which the evangelist has
essential
to
a
prison
as
large
as
the
shifting from the east to south
termed “Old Fashioned Meeting”
Rhode
Island
institution,
and
Warden
east.
night, when he will speak on "The
Linscott had 500 acres under cultiva Queen
of the World.”
tion.
The
stock
included
120
pure
The Cleveland Station WHK
Evangelist Grimes told his audi
bred
Holsteins.
12
horses
and
550
pigs
broadcast an Interesting inter
last night that "what passed for
and hogs. Last summer the farm ence
view last night with football ex
profound wisdom among worldly
produced
6300
bushels
of
potatoes,
perts, who seemed to expect that
minds often passes for foolishness
some of which were sold, the re with
Southern California would defeat
God; and what often passes for
mainder
of
the
vegetables
being
conNotre Dame today.
foolishness with men is wisdom with
' sumed by the convicts.
God, as in the verse in the first
Convicts are not paid in thc Rhode chapter of 1st Corinthians, where we
Excellent reception has been
Island
State
Prison
with
the
excep

the word all this week, and foot
read that ‘the preaching of the cross
tion that in the shirt factory they re is
ball fans certainly hope it will en
to them that perish foolishness.’
ceive
a
bonus
for
extra
production
dure this afternoon when the
It is true that ‘the world by wisdom
after
their
regular
day's
work
Is
done.
Penn-Navy and Notre Dameknew not God.' God is discerned
The problem of what to furnish for by
Southern California games are
alone. Jesus said that the
employment in the Thomaston prison wisefaith
bring broadcast.
man is he who 'hears these
is one with which the new warden
of mine, and doeth them.'
and the commission must early deal. sayings
W. R. Bryans, professor of me
Notice that the emphasis is not upon
At present thc manufacture of wheel the hearing, but upon the doing. We
chanical and machine design at
He has just heard about the
barrows is the principal item.
New York University says that
need Christians in Rockland who not
“Do I look as hard boiled as they only say ‘Lord. Lord' when they go
loud speakers are driving hun
BIG PRICE CUTS ON ALL
say I am?" asked Warden Linscott in to church on Sunday morning, but
dreds into the divorce courts an
thc course of The Courier-Gazette's who will ‘do the things which He
SANDWICHES, PIES, ETC., AT
nually. “No two members of a
interview yesterday.
family want to hear the same
And ln this connection he told a commands’ through the week.”
radio program,” he declared.
story at his own expense.
“What is music to one ear is
The Boston poultry show will be
"While I was being shown through held
merely neurosis-producing rack
ln Mechanics hall commencing
the
Rhode
Island
prison.
”
said
he,
et
to
another.
Each
person
Dine and Dance With Economy
30 and continuing three days
“one of the convicts signalled for a Dec.
should be equipped with a small
guard. When thc latter approached into the new year. It is expected
set of his own, to plug into any
l.« xxoixcix
...c guy xxo.o
betWCen 4000
he
asked: ‘xo
Is u.v
dat the
dat's 8--■»
going I that therC WU1
convenient light socket. Then,
’)’ 'IThe . 5000 exhibits.
ter be iL/.
the new zJnmt+tr
deputy nFoedon
warden?'
without annoying each other,
guard replied in the affirmative.
1 77z-.r. i-r-r- r»nrn
mother with comfortable rubber
'"Well he's a hellion but he plays j YOUR FAVORITE F OEM
rar phones could tune in the
fair' said the convict who had done
opera, dad the fights, sister dance
If I had to live my life again I would
j time under Warden Linscott in the
tunes—and little brother could
have made a rule to read some poetry
, Connecticut prison.
and listen to some music at least once
do his home work, at last—in
"And that's about thc best compli- a week. Thc loss of these tastes Is a
peace."
! ment I ever had," said Warden Lin- loss of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
Most of us will agree with j scott. "I am a disciplinarian, but I
A CHRISTMAS HYMN
want to give every man a square
Chairman White of the House
Sing. Christmas bells!
I
deal.
”
I
Say
to
the
earth this Is the morn
Merchant
Marine
Committee

__ OKZ22has Never Failed....
When the appealu>ar.~

"WUNGE
Golden Rule Week'

WHY THE RUSH?

The Orange & Black

when he says that at least nnrthird of the radio stations should
be eliminated. He has railed for
a list of all the licenses, and the
committee will then see what can
be done.

According to a New York des
patch there is talk of synchron
izing WTIE with WEAF and
WBAL with WJZ in the process
of clearing up crowded air chan
nels.
THROUGH CURTIS GIFT

Fryeburg Academy has enjoyed a
steady growth since its establishment
in 1792. when it consisted solely of a
building 30 feet square, located at the
foot of Pine Hill in the town of Frye
burg. At present two new wings are
being added to the main building
which was erected in 1852 but now is
CHRISTMAS TREES
too small to accommodate the ever
From 25 cents up
j increasing enrollment. The new ad
Delivered a week before Christmas. ditions made possible by the gift of
Enter Orders Early
$100,000 from Cyrus H. K. Curtis that
ALSO CHRISTMAS GREENS
I climaxed the commencement exer! rises in June, are rapidly nearing
Frank A. Kimball
Tel. 321-W—397 Old County Road completion and are expected to be
144-146 ready for dedicatory exercises in May.

• • • •
>

X

X
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XI.
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j Whereon our Savtour-KIng Is born;
sing to all men—the bond, the free.

Last April the New England news- ] The r|Ch. the poor, the high, the low,
I papers rang with the story of Warden
The little child that sports in glee.
Linscott’s narrow escape at the i Th'
mnEtOttertn8 g°‘
Rhode Island prison. Two thug.s | That Chrt8t b bom.
visiting the institution had attempted ; That saveth them and saveth me!
the delivery of two convicts. In the ! Sing, angel host!
conflict which ensued they fatally ! 81ng of the star that God has placed
shot the turnkey, and a trusty who | Above the manger In the east;
Sing of the glories of the night.
had rung In the alarm was shot dead The
Virgin's sweet humility.
in his tracks. Another prisoner was
The Babe with kingly robes bedlght.—
Sing to all men where’er they bc
shot ln the hand and arm.
Christmas morn;
Warden Linscott mistook the ex- ! This
For Christ Is bom.
plosions for the backfiring of an au That
saveth them and saveth me!
tomobile at first, but sensing the ,
trouble ran to the scene As he
sing!
started to open the door the armed ; God llveth. and we have a king1
i thugs met him face to face. One
The curse Is gone, the bond are free,—
’s star
that
aimed his revolver at the warden’s By Bethlehem
Bethlehem's
star
that
brightly
beamed.
heart and pulled the trigger.
By all the heavenly signs that be.
According to the law of averages We know that Israel Is redeemed.
That on this morn
Warden Llnscott's career should
The Christ Is born
have ended then and there. But That saveth you and saveth me!
Providence Intervened for the re
volver either jammed or that parthls dear morn
ticulai chamber happened to be ; whereon the blessed Prince is born!
empty. The warden dodged around a
And as thy songs shall be of love,
corner, pursued by a shot as he did so.
above.
The warden s daughter was just ( By Him that died upon the tree,
emerging from the prison barber .shop ; By this fair mom
as the fracas began, and escaped a ^2^“
Mveth all and me!
probable death by. running biidS-JntQ _______ ___
F.ugaoe ««ld,

Rockland Courier-Gazette,
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The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Rockland, Me., Dec. 6, 1930.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyaale,
tfho on. oath declares that he Is Press
man ln the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the Issue of this paper of
Dec. 4. 1930, there was printed a total of
C270 copies.
W. H. BUTLER,
Notary Puduc.
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The angel of the Lord encampeth
round about them that fear him, and
delivereth them.—Psalm 34:7.

1

Planes, Pilots
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Every-Other-Day

continental record, and with a two- plane off, cut the switch, closed the
UNiON
HE WILL TRY AGAIN
hour margin over the present mark,1 throttle and rolled out the door,
ti
j I Gera'd Nettleton, 20 years of age,
"The last I saw of the plane it
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Clarence and
Details of What Happened Toledo (O.) youth, ’bailed out’ of was floating off gently. I’d fallen children
from Glenwood, were guests >1
■p
Rs»m*<,n*o
R;
his
monoplane
coupe
10.000
feet
over
for
several
minutes
and
did
not
see
Stan” Boynton’s Ri Pine Valley and floated gently to the earth until less than 200 feel of Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Maddocks
and over the weekend.
earth at the end of a parachute, from it. That was how bad the Thanksgiving
val Reach the East
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart Dimmick, have
The plane crashed to earth about a weather was.
returned to Wollaston, Mass. While
“ 'The motor was functioning per in Union they were guests of Mrs.
Meager details published in the mile from where Nettleton landed.
"Except for being rain-soaked and fectly and because I bailed out was Rosa C. Stewart.
Eastern papers failed to give the de
severely cold, young Nettleton es not the cause of the plane. The
Miss Ida Hills was home for
sired information about Gerald caped unhurt. He landed near a weather was just too much.
Thanksgiving.
Nettleton, the Ohio youth who set ranch house a quarter of a mile from
■Jumping wasn’t such a hard job.
Mr. and Mrs. James Austin of
out to beat Stanley Boynton’s trans the State highway.
I knew it was all I could do. I fell Bangor were in town over the holiday,
continental record, and who was
“ ’The weather was so soupy—rain, until I was about 300 feet from the visiting Mrs. Rose C. Stewart,
forced to leave his plane while with fog and snow—was so bad I couldn't plane and then yanked th erip cord. Franz Butler has been visiting his
see ten feet,’ Nettleton said after It opened so suddenly it was over parents Thanksgiing week and while
in 40 miles of San Diego.
here shot a fine deer.
A California subscriber sends us a being brought into San Diego to before I hardly realized it.’
"Though he was defeated in his William Stewart has recovered
copy of the Los Angeles Times, giv night. ’Th^ instruments froze and
ing the full details of the young avi since I couldn't see there was .only plans to hang up a new junior rec- {from his recent fall and is now able
ator’s long drop. The story follows: one thing to do and that was to jump ord, Nettleton said he would get an- to be out again.
"Less than 40 miles from San I fought the weather as long as I other plane and make another try WHEN IN NEW YORK—You can buy
of The Courier-Gazette, with the
Diego, his western goal in attempt dared. I hated to leap, but that was at the record now held by Stanley copies
home news, at Hotaling’s agency. 308
ing to establish a new junior trans- my only alternative, so 1 leveled the Boynton."
West 40th St.
I

(By F. V. F.)
The island run is gradually grow
ing from a convenience to a necessity
in the lives of the inhabitants of
Vinalhaven and North Haven. This,
thp tirst successful passenger plane
chrit hr yr glait, gonii proplr
service in the State, and one of the
very few paying runs in the world, is
At lliia time of tlje yrar
daily winning converts. In this
respect events took an ironical turn
Atiii light yr up your CanhlrB
the other day. Capt. Wincapaw was
iust taking on his. passengers at
Jor 3fis star it oljiurtl| rlrar
Vinalhaven and several on board the
steamboat were watching the plans.
The Kickapoo, Penobscot Bay’s Most Useful Craft In the Winter Season
WHERE WERE OCR BOYS?
One of them, a stranger evidently
acquainted with a man who was
Very, much .,in the
public
eye,
par

That Rockland should have been
. .
boarding the plane called across:
Ocularly
as
the
winter
season
opens.
..WeUi
the old case of the tortoise
unrepresented at the recent Bangor
is the U.S.C.G. Kickapoo, assigned (and the hare. I'm the tortoise ’n'
conference broke a record which for
to this port several years ago for ice you're the hare." The one to whom
a quarter of a century it had steadily {
breaking purposes. Her officers and this taunt was directed apparently
: enlisted personnel are virtually resi- had no fit rejoinder for the jibe went
maintained. We quotes letter which (
Jeff C. Smith, the state secretary, Mary La Crosse has been office as- dents of Rockland and active in ath- unanswered, although it is still a
sistant this week.
letics and other diversions which go mystery as to how he got away un
has written to Willis I. Ayer:
....
to make up the city’s everyday life.
scathed from Capt. Bill. That was |
The present officers of the Kick- (the day however the steamer had a |
"Thanks for your letter(Jeff
The social last night in the gym ( apoo are:
writes). "We were certainly disap
mishap and tossed about on a choppy
pointed not to have a single repre was in charge of the Junior High j chief Bos'n A, Hays, commanding, sea until the. Kickapoo came to her
| (telephone 815); boatswain P. T. rescue. The taunting stranger con
sentative from your fair city at our School.
.
• • • •
(Johnson, executive officer, (tele- clusively proved himself unworthy of
recent Boys’ Conference in Bangor.
We are at a loss to understand just j Only one more week before the Phone 890); boatswain A. A. Troy the tortoise tradition, as set forth in
why Rockland has allowed its inter- ! Christmas vacation begins.
(telephone 855>; boatswain E B. Aesop or natural history, by arriving
est to lag in our Older State Boys'
. . , .
Drinkwater (Telephone 342); ma in Rockland long after the plane re
chinist
M. P. Rothmund.
Conferences. I well remember back,
The annual magazine subscription
The telephone numbers of the offl- turned on its second trip, and by
not so many years ago, when Knox
■ being seasick on the way.
County sent a car load of older boys, contest is on. Each of the home I cers attached to this vessel are listed
I do not wish to be understood as
__
rooms
hopes
to
carry
off
the
prize,
j
f
or
the
convenience
of
every
citizen.
including such as Dick Fuller, who
disparaging steamboat travel. It is
Carl
|
The
money
this
year
is
to
be
used
1
as
this
vessel
has
no
direct
com

was president in 1912, and
the safest mode of transportation in
munication you will expedite her existence and will continue to bear
Moran, and a host of others that I J lor the skating rink.
•
«
•
movements by immediately getting in ( freight and passengers at a lower
might name, and Rockland was the 1
center from which this interest
Alden Philbrook ’29 is working in touch with any of the above named cost than airplanes for some time to
the manual training ..............
room whenever
;.e do critici2e
the
radiated.
......... officers wd informing them as to come.
“Of course, in those times we had therrSs ri»nch vacant” maldng the where assistance is needed.
narrow type of person who. not con
a local Y.M.C.A. in Rockland which j
side {ences which are to sur- | The enlisted personnel of the Kick- tent with merely clinging to old es
was the center of interest, but even round
space for hockey on the 'aP°°, (and it makes quite a formid- tablished forms, must cry down the
able list’ follows:
without such at the present time, it •
ice-field?
new and laugh at those who adopt
L. P. McWhirk,
seems to some of us that peradventure ‘
,
C. M. .M the new.
K F. Searls.
there must still be a few men in town
Q M. lc.
* » » •
who would see to it that at least a
The following expense budget has F. D. Holbrook,
Eng. lc.
Beginning
last
Monday the evening
small representative group of the j been presented by the Student Coun- G. A. Brav,
Mo. M. M. lc. papers for Wiscasset, Newcastle.
older boys in your good city would cil: Debating, $30: baseball, $100; W. H. Kiiley,
R. M. lc. Damariscotta,
Waldoboro , and
be exposed each year to the influ- track, $100; winter sports. $50: H. E. Dennis,
Y. lc. Thomaston were dropped off at the
ences of these fconferences, which movies, $50; girls’ basketball, $75; C. A. Martin,
B. M. 2c. nearest vacant fields to these towns.
have challenged more than 20,000 total, $405. Sources of income, the R. Howell,
B. M. 2c. Several times packages of papers
different boys to Christian living school fair or carnival, lunch counter H. F. Rogall,
Q. M. 2c. failed to clear the landing gear after
and candy sales and boys’ basketball. B. J. Belisle.
over a period of years.
Eng. 2c. being thrown out and were held there
Last year the boys’ basketball pro J. M. Barnes,
“Our office will be very happy to
Eng. 2c. by force of the wind. After circling
cooperate with you or any group of duced a revenue of $300 over expenses M. Katecki,
Eng. 2c. the field Pilot Bean managed to
local citizens to revive and stimulate This is about the only sport w'.ich C. H. Brooks,
S. C. 2c. shake them off. He reports that an
a wholesome interest among the offers any profit. Girls’ basketball is W. I. Waggoner Jr.,
G. M. 2c. enthusiastic reception committee
youth of Rockland in this and other just as necessary for the health of A. H. Dickinsdn,
Q. M. 3c. await§ his delivery at each field.
activities that it may seem best to the students but does not and should L. G. Pendleton,
Sea. lc •
Papers are now being transferred
promote.”
not be expected to produce revenue. L. H. Knowlton,
Sea. lc. from the Portland plane to the sea
That this distinctive work among The unusual expense this year is due W. H. Swanson,
Sea. lc. plane and carried to the Islands on
.j uboys of, the city should hqvc
the „ need
for new
H. Warren,
Sea. lc. the 4 o’clock run. Unfortunately for
the older
have to
..movJes
mentloned
in thesuits.
list of The
ex. S.
C. F. Buerckholtz,
F. lc. some of the newsboys the papers thus
been suffered to lapse is certainly to penses refers to the educational films D. H. Choate,
F. lc. transported arrive ahead of the
be regretted. It is true that the Boy which are requested by the teachers II. F. Joyce,
F. lc. morning ones. It is probable that the
E. D. Young,
F. lc. seaplane will extend its route to
Scout carries forward certain activi for use in their classes.
♦ • ♦ •
J. F. Snow,
Sea. 2c. Stonington in the near future.
Ij
ties that the Y formerly directed, but
F. 2c.
Steady progress is being made by M. P. Folan,
*
•
•
*
i
that is addressed to a younger class.
D.
Goldman,
F. 2c.
the juniors in the rehabilitation of
Passengers who used the plane to ,
There remains here a work of real the library and by the sophomores on H. M. Huntley,
A. S.
F. 3c. Portland during the cold spells this i
importance to be done among the their grading project but both classes L. M. Pendleton,
T. Josue,
Of.
Std.
lc. week were pleased to find that or- ,
are
increasingly
aware
of
the
aptness
boys more advanced in years. We
A. C. Garland,
M. att. lc. dinary street clothes were sufficient I
of
the
saying,
"Rome
wasn't
built
in
believe the community is the poorer,
for their comfort during the trip j
a day.”
since the cabin was well heated. <
wanting that work. There is a Young
• » » •
WITH THE BOWLERS
Among those making the trip were < I
Men’s Christian Association (retired,
The eighth grade domestic science
Henry Duncan of North Haven, who i
Those Fords are hard critters to retu_> ed from Portland Tuesday and !
as they say in the Navy) in existence classes meet three times a week.
especially the Ford Motor Co. Mrs. L. G. Hupper of Martinsville, I
here, at least the legal machinery of This week they have served a meal to beat,
Thursday night they
one of their home room teachers and bowlers.
it, with an invested fund of nearly one guest each time they met. The trimmed the Rockland Body Shop who flew to Portland Friday morning
fifteen thousand dollars drawing in guests, selected by the class were, team, at Carrs, by 124 pins. Porter to be with her father recuperating
in a hospital there.
terest. What that money is good for Mrs. Toner, Supt. Toner and Miss was king of the outfit, having 93, 120
and
100
on
his
consecutive
strings.
Carswell.
unless put to work would be difficult
A great improvement has been
* ♦ • •
The summary:
made in the landing accommodations
to say. What the machine needs is
Ford
Motor
Co
—
Black,
276;
Cope

The speaker at Tuesday’s assembly
general overhauling, a new battery, was Rev. Homer Grimes, an evan land. 278; Porter, 313; Jameson. 261; at Vinalhaven. Formerly passengers
were compelled to make use of a lob
gas and oil. How do our splendid gelist who is conducting services at McPhee, 276; total, 1404.
ster car which was reached by a
Rockland
Body
Shop
—
Harjula,
the Baptist Church. He was intro 261; Newbert, 251; Thomas, 248; ladder down the side of the wharf.
service clubs look at it?
duced by Lawrence Crane, the pre Johnson, 255; Nelson, 265; total, At low tide this was especially incon
siding officer. Using the story of the
venient. A. B. Arey put a new landLast evening’s celebration of the youthful Samson’s encounter with 1280
No stopping ’em—those Five Aces ing stage in place with gangplank
sixth year of Rotary in Rockland was a lion as the basis of his talk, Mr. in the County League at Carr's. Wed- leading to his wharf so that pasmade an occasion of considerable Grimes dramatically presented the nesday night they defeated the sengers may get to and from it with
dangers and difficulties of a high
interest by the gathering here of the school course. His talk seemed to be L. P. C. Dragons 80 pins, with Lind- ease.
as high liner on strings (113) and
clubs of Belfast, Camden and Dam especially adapted to the freshman sey
total. The summary:
A. C. Kluge of New York arrived at
ariscotta and Newcastle, in each and sophomore classes but all the
Five Aces—Lindsey, 316; Shields, the field 3.30 p. m„ Nov. 29, in his
students
joined
in
the
gusts
of
laugh

287; Stone, 299; Clukey, 277; Mitch- Keystone-Loening Commuter from
instance nearly the entire member
ter which greeted his many humorous
St. Johns, N. S„ after a flight of two
ship of the club being present. The embellishments of the tale: At the ell, 273; total, 1452.
L P. C. Dragons—Lynch, 260; At- hours and ten minutes. He had been
character of these representative close of the address Principal Blais wood, 268; Hinckley, 268; Hastings, hunting at his camp in the Canaan
business and professional men of dell outlined briefly the plan for sell 289- Pomeroy, 287; total, 1372.
Woods, N. B.. during the preceding
ing season tickets for the skating rink
The Federals defeated the Street fortnight with his pilot, L. V. Rawlthe named communities, and the at
a dollar each for students and $1.50 Railway 1437 to 1348 at Carr's alleys ings and mechanic, D. Kusiv. They
ardor with which they engaged in for outsiders. Single admissions are
last night.
1 gassed up and went on to Portland
this evening of fellowship, clearly to be 10 cents for students and 15
'___________
for the night. It has been reported
cents
for
outsiders.
ctd a md TUIC ATDC
‘that the plane, after leaving Mr.
pointed the fact that in this corner
• • • •
STRAND THEA I Kb
Kluge jn Boston Sunday went on
of Maine Rotary International has
A city of impatient fans, steeped ir against headwinds as far as New
The Junior High assembly was of
found a secure setting. It is the day unusual interest this week. The en the lore of Amos 'n Andy from Baven where it was forced down in
of the service club, and Rockland tertainment was in charge of the 7-4 countless nights of radio listening, t^e harbor due to lack of gas. Rawlwith three of them, all well-mem class. Opening music included man meets its idols on the talking screen ings managed (■„ get safeiy m0ored
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday |n spite of the heavy sea.
bered and heard from whenever any dolin selections by Eleanor Bradbury, when “Check and Double Check,"
_ _ _ . ....
Avis Norwood and their teacher Miss
community interest falls to be con Doris Hyler, accompanied by Mrs presenting the
Continuous service of steaks and
chops and supper specials are now
sidered, finds itself well placed in this Walter Dimick.
Sanford Delano first great feature picture, c
procession of modern progress, the pfaved the harmonica and Arlene a run wmeh is held certain to bring featured at Mrs Thur]ow s. The
sang a solo, playing her own crowds to the door at every showing, [yngjjeon idea in connection with the
ultimate goal of which is that thing Walker
A story of Harlem, built aroun jce cream parjOrs has met with high
accompaniment on the ukelele. This
"by prophet and by bard foretold," was followed by a three act play, the same characters and situations favor
109-tf
made
familiar to every American by
'
and at this season of particular sig “How They Got the Library,” arradio broadcast, is the material out
nificance—on earth peace, good will "anged by Miss Nichols’ literature of which Radio Pictures shaped the
j
class from a story by the same name
toward men, the whole world over.
The characters were announced by "Amos ’n' Andy picture. The air 1
carefully typed programs: Mother. stars are themselves supported by a
Holiday shoppers are to Una no Dorothy Kenderdine; father, Samuel “white face" cast including Sue
Carol, Irene Rich, Ralf Harolde,
difficulty in having their wants met Glover; grandmother, Frances Storer Charles Morton, Edward Martindel
Sulo Gronros; Phoebe, Glenna
at the local shops. Already the dis Tom.
Rankin: Florence Fay, Catherine and Rita LaRoy.
The rich comedy and compelling
play of seasonable merchandise con Chisholm; Nancy a maid, Ruth
firms that fact. It is to be hoped Harper; Miss Horatia Budd, Alberta pathos which has won the heart of
millions by radio holds first place in
that r.o spirit of niggardliness shall Smith. There were tw’o scenes, one the screen production, with Morton
representing a supper table and the
lay its cold hand upon active buying. other Miss Budd's garden. At the and Miss Carol providing an under “Mighty Monarchs of the
Air”
Countrywide free spending in the close Mr. Blaisdell spoke briefly on tone of romance. Madame Queen,
Ruby Taylor, Kingfish and all the
ensuing weeks would distinctly oper matters of interest to the students other
magnificentcharacter creations
ate toward the restoration of pros
Nilo's Repair Shop Spring street of Amos Andy are upon the screen’
perous times. There's plenty of will be open
----- Saturday
- ■ ■
- - - -here’ —adv.
nights
money in Rockland. Let's put it into after for the special convenience of
“GENERALS ARE BRITTLE"
circulation and give prosperity to the out-of-town patrons. Greasing, head
light adjusting etc.
114-tf
merchants, for when the merchants
Because Mrs. Dwight W. Morrow
are prosperous it is noticed that S!Sl€'S’S'7’5«lC’2!£X!«lCX«lg««!e!4;iC'C'S!«) was the wife of an ambassador to
Mexico she had to be careful not to
everybody prospers.
offend her Mexican friends in writ
Complete Line of
ing a storybook for children, she told
Ccme on, boys, come on, let's get
the Women's City Club in New York. “Mighty Monarchs of the
Main street livened up with those
In the fanciful picture book she had
Arctic”
penned a line, "generals are brittle
Christmas greens. They're worth a
“
Constantly
Cold”
ar.d easily broken," referring to toys.
million dollars in holiday spirit. Bert
Her husband thought it should be
Blodgett has got the jump on all oi
changed to read "glass generals are
us, and looks fine.
brittle and easily broken." The
ELECTRICAL SPECIALISTS
change was made.
LEON J. WHITE
7 .? appointment of a recorder to
(Your Local Authorized Dealer
JEWELER
Modern progress is indeed wonder
succeed Walter H. Butler will soon be
for Majestic Products)
ROCKLAND ful. It has made it possible for a man 583 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND. ME.
made. The candidates are Harry MAIN ST.
to get indigestion and a remedy for it
Wilbur, a new member of the Knox
146Stf
Opp. Hotel Rockland
at the same drug store.—Louisville
Bar and A. L. Miles, former judge of
Times.
probate.
S(X.,.„.J.J.J.SJA5(3i5.9A2A3(S<a*SiaiS»

High School Notes

December

BURPEE FURNITURE COMPANY

Day and Night Sale
Will Continue Until Christmas Eve
Thousands of Bargains—Everything Mark=
ed to Lowest Prices Ever Offered

Read This Range Offer
TERMS
Can Be
Arranged
To Give
You a
Whole Year
To Pay
For This
Range

A QUICK.
BAKING
RANGE
AND
GUARANTEED
TO GIVE
SERVICE
FOR
YEARS

Oven is
20 Inches
Deep
Sides
AU
Square

A FULL
SIZE
NO. 8
RANGE
LARGE
FIREBOX

00 Weekly will
quickly pay for
this Range

Special

for our Day and Night Sale
Range and Shelf delivered and
piped—Reservoir $17 Extra

65

Free With Every Range

Felt Base Rugs
FREE
During this Sale we will give FREE with every

ELECTRIC RADIOS

Range, a beautiful 9x12 foot Rug.
price of this rug is $13.50.

The regular

Two new handsome

patterns to select from. No matter what range you

buy you get the Rug FREE!

ELECTRIC
REFRIGERATORS

ELGIN

Watches

House-Sherman, Inc.

361 Main Street

Rockland. Maine

"V

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN

The Bridges heirs have sold their
property on Knott street to Mrs.
Geraldine Moore, who will reside
there. The deal was made through
R. U. Collins real estate agency.

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Dec. 7—Elks Memorial services in
Strand Theatre
Dec. 7-14—Golden Rule Week.
Rockland men folks have another
Dec. 10—Fair and supper ot Women's
Auxiliary of St. Peter’s Church.
I place to wile away idle hours at "The
Dec. 10-Rockport—Christmas fair and i Rophplnr’s Club’ located at 360 Main
supper of Bapt'st Sewing Circle.
I
» '-’luu
Dec. io—Thomaston—Christmas fair ot i street.
It is a social organization
the Episcopal Ladies' Guild ln the parish with attractive headqharters and a
rooms.
choice group of members.
Dec. 11 (6 a. m.)—Camden’s new dial
telephone system becomes effective.

„Deci„12-;Ed.u.V,atloIkal Club plcnlc wlth
Mrs. Minnie Miles, Ocean street.

Rage Three

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, December 6, 1930

Cub Scouts are asked to report ate
Dec. 12 — Camden — Entertainment for. the Armory, over Gregorys, at 6
benefit of unemployed.
i o’clock Wednesday night for the purDec. is 17.15)—copper Kettle porch. poSe of organizing the younger boys.
opening meeting
r.Mttnu Woman’s Educational —
— The session will
be over at ----7.30 and
Club.
Eagle Scouts will be in charge.

TALKED WORLD PEACE

Inter-City

SERMONETTE

-

God’s Compasses

Meeting of

AN

SUICIDE

ATTEMPTED

Ro-

Arthur Bond of 23 Jefferson street, i it was too early to tell what turn the
tarians Featured By Mas out of employment and discouraged, case might take.
•«- I
n
3. «
terly Address
ing about half a bottle of creoline. Bucksport until within a few days,
Rotarians 120 strong gathered at He was removed by the Burpee am and with Mrs. Bond has been making
the Thorndike Hotel last night to bulance to Knox Hospital where it his home in Hampden.
The family also comprises two
listen to a splendid, inspirational ad was stated this morning that he had
dress by Gaylord Douglass of Spring- passed a comfortable night, but that children.
field, Mass., and to celebrate the The Christmas sale conducted by
Capt. Nils Nelson who has been
sixth anniversary of the local club Ruth Mayhew Tent Monday after at home from New York has re
which was host to the clubs from noon at Grand Army hall proved a turned to that city to take command
Belfast, Camden and Damariscotta- success, a tidy sum being realized for of the barge Beaufort. Arnold Nel
Newcastle.
the treasury. The committees con son who has been in New York and
| The excellent turkey supper was sisted of: Fancy work, Mrs. Eliza Stamford. Conn., in charge of the
followed by those jovial post prandi- Plummer, Mrs. May Cross, Mrs. Bes Beaufort during his father's vaca
als dear to the hearts of all clubdom- sie Haraden; aprons, Mrs. Ava Jack- tion, has returned home.
and the hour was rich in humor with son, Mrs. Robert House, Mrs. Mary
Secretary' Bert Stevenson and Presi Brewster; cooked food. Mrs. Mar
dents Neil Parsons and Bert Davis garet Paladino, Mrs. Carrie Brown,
Mrs. Alta Blackington, Mrs. Jose
phine Ltohrop; exhibits, Mrs. Lizzie RAINIER LIME RICKEY
French, Mrs. Lena Rokes; grabs and A new sparkling Fresh Fruit Bev
erage—a perfect miser
candy, Mrs. Mabel Bowley, Mrs. Bes
Listen in every Friday evening at
sie Sullivan; supper, Mrs. Susie Karl;
6.15 on WBZ and WBZA
entertainment, Mrs. Lena Merry, Mrs.
Distributed by
Alta Dimick, Mrs. Stella McRae. The
usual business session followed sup
Rockland Produce Co.
per. At the next meeting, Dec. 15, Now on sale at Tillson Avenue
the annual Christmas tree will take
Miniature Golf Course
place in conjunction with a costume
146-29
party.

If it’s a sky scraper you're buying,
you can do better in the big city.
But if it’s a hat—buy in Rockland.
—Says GREGORY'S.

I READ THAT THERE
AREN'T ENOUGH TREES
IN NEW YORK FORA
FELLOW TO TELL IF
IT'S SPRING OR FALL

ALL
KNOX

COUNTY
CAN SEE

“I am the way, the truth, and
all there i I to s;e in
the life; no man cometh to the
Father but by me.” You will re
Christmas Suits and
call that Thomas had said, “Lord,
O’coats.
we know not whither thou goest,
and how can we know the way?"
And Jesus answered him as above.
Nothing left to be de
The Parent-Teacher Association No matter how difficult we find
i meets Monday evening in the High the navigation of our earthly
sired or to wait for.
School auditorium at 7.30. A pro journey, if we but follow His com
gram will be presented by pupils of pass directions we surely shall
YEAH? WELL YOU OON'T
the Purchase street school under the find the way home.
Fashiondom has noth
NEED FALLING LEAVES
, . [direction of Mrs. Helen Perry, prin
Archibald Rutledge in a re
Patrolman Charles H. Emery looks cipal
cent article in the American
ing up its sleeve fogTO KNOW IT'S FALL
natural, back on his old beat
Magazine said: “Nothing in na
THIS.
to
ww
7
j
^
later delivery—there’ll
" _
, The auxiliary of Winslow-Hol- ture is more marvelous than the
Coast Artillery officers are attend-;
post meets Monday evening exactness with which wild crea
be nothing new under
ing the school in Portland over the, flt 730 when important matters will tures pursue a persistently con
the sun that next week’s
weekend.
:
discussed. In the afternoon at fident course, whether down the
1.30 the sewing circle meets, with seacoast, over the plains or into
sun will produce.
Fred Lovett is moving into the picnic supper preceding the evening the wildest forest. This mysteri
ous and infallible sense of direc
Green house on Maverick street. It meeting.
tion appears to be conferred upon
has recently been remodeled.
The questions of mod
all living things that are not
John T. Berry was arraigned before human. It may be possible for
Wendell Thornton of Rockland has U. S. Commissioner Gould in Portels
and materials have
people to follow a system of
been promoted to head coach at the | ]and yesterdayi pleading “not guilty” some
philosophy
which
excludes
the
been
settled and these
Hanover (Mass.) High School.
to the charge of violating the pro divine; but no lover of nature can
JUST* GLANCE* AROUND
hibitory amendment. He was held in ever leave God out of the scheme
clothing cabinets await
W. J. Thompson, former- Knox the sum of $1000, and the case will of things. Something is behind it
AND'5EEfALL THE
County resident has been elected come before the Federal grand jury, all. It is that mysterious, infalli
nothing except you.
NEW FALL\HATS FROM
president of the Augusta Kiwanis at Portland this month.
ble Being that we call God. Such
Club.
a belief is the compass all of us
Values that will bless a
There is a heavy sea on at Park must carry if we are going to get
An enlarged portrait of the late Theatre and great waves are surging, home.”
weak purse with new
A few years ago a blue heron
Judge Frank B. Miller is to be hung but they are waves of laughter and
in the Municipal Court room, through Jack Oakie and his "Sea Legs” may that had been strap-banded in
strength.
the efforts of Recorder Walter H. be accused of kicking up the gales. Gardiner, Maine, was found dead
Butler who has been named as his “A Lady's Morals" will be the Mon on the banks of the Nile. He had
successor. A fitting tribute to the day-Tuesday feature with Reginald made that solo non-stop flight Gaylord Douglass, Secretary of the
Special values this week
National Council for the Preven
man who greatly honored the bench. Denny, Wallace Beery and Grace across the wild Atlantic.
“I am the way.” Let us adjust
tion of War, Who Last Night Ad
Moore telling the story.
$25.00-$40.00
our compasses. We are of more
dressed the Inter-City Rotarians.
The chief of the Army engineers
A remarkable array of well known value than many sparrows, or the
has recommended adversely on a
project to improve Penobscot River, local artists is to be found in the creatures of the wild.
There must be a reason why one
Selz Shoes $6.00, $8.00
representing their memberships in
W. A. H.
holding that such an expenditure "A Show For Your Money” advertise
sees so many of Gregory smart fall
highly
amusing
presentations.
Chas.
ment
on
page
one,
headed
by
Adelyn
would not be justified. The new
Linscott, prominent in Rotary cir
hats on the well dressed men of
bridge between Prospect and Verona Bushnell and Marshall Bradford. J The Rockland Spiritualist Society E.
was introduced as proprietor of
Roekland. In fact there are SEV
Park is going to be some improve They are pupils of Miss Bushnell and services will be held in G.A.R. hall at cles,
State's hotel in Thomaston. A
will participate in a benefit perfor- 2.30 and 7.30. Mary Hobbs Jones of the
ERAL reasons. A wider selection,
ment, if you ask us.
manee next Wednesday night at BangOi- wni lecture and bring mes- real treat was the songs presented by
latest styles, more comfort and
the
Damariscotta-Newcastle
delega

James A. (Ty) Cobb formerly in Watts hall. The beneficiary is I sages from spirits at both services.
better values!
tion
which
proved
its
right
to
the
title
• « • •
the Maine Central employ here, is Thomaston High School.
of “The Singing Club of Maine.” The
now located in Lancaster, N. H.,
At the Congregational Church to- birthday observance was conducted
Cecil Witham, captain of the E. M. m0rrow morning Mr. Rounds will by W’alter S. Rounds with his usual
where an increased salary puts more
is again donning ,preac
subject, “When Se- brevity and artistry.
shoes on his numerous babies, and C. S. of Bucksport
_
____h on
_ the
__ ___
where the inhabitants have probably his wrestling togs to prepare for the curjty is Threatened.” The church Mr. Douglass who is a high offi
formed a deep respect for his repu- j coming meets against the Harvard schooi wjn convene at the noon hour, cer of Rotary International, was pre
tation as a candlepin bowler.
and M.I.T. Freshmen. He is one of The comrades of the Way will meet sented as the secretary of the Nation
----. the finest wrestlers that ever repre- , jn
yggtry at 6 o’clock.
al Association for the Prevention of
Local jewelers should be on the sented the East Maine school, being
* • • •
War and his remarks which con
at
watch for’“a comely blonde of ap- I the protege of L. O^ Appleton, na- , First Church of Christ, Scientist, sumed over an hour were confined to
proximately 20 years of age" who has tional champion of 1928 and a mem- j corner of Cedar and Brewster streets, the subject of world peace. He is a
been working the diamond switching ber of the Olympic team. Witham, Sunday services are at 10.30, subject speaker of versatile power with a
CHRISTMAS TREES
trick in various parts of the State. while on the mat has speed, courage oj lesson sermon, "God the only cause great store of statistical information
The victims are said to be collaborat and stamina which mark him as one and creator.” Sunday School is at at his tongue’s tip. He emphasized
AND WREATHS
We have slashed our prices on all our menu, keeping
ing on a new book entitled: “Why of the best prep school wrestlers in r 45 and Wednesday evening testi- the fact that Rotary was playing a
Leave your orders with us now and
New England. He is also one of the mOny meeting at 7.30. A reading valiant part toward world peace in
Jewelers Prefer Brunettes.”
we will supply you with an excellent
the same delightful quality and the same happy at
highest ranking students in school, room is maintained at 400 Main street 64 countries. This new peace will
Spruce Tree of Nursery Stock, Maine
besides being a member of the Alpha and is open week days excepting holi- be, he said, not through the mailed
Grown, to be delivered at your door
A successor to the late Hiram W. fraternity. He is the son of Mr. and days from 2 until 5 p. m. All are welmosphere.
fist
but
through
the
extended
hand
on any day of the week before Christ
Ricker, founder and only president Mrs. N. L. Witham.
of
friendship
and
understanding,
mas.
of the State of Maine Publicity Bu
through
sanity
not
suspicion,
through
6 ft. high ......................................... $ .75
reau, is to be chosen at its annual
Dine and Dance With Economy
At
St.
Peter's
Church
(Episcopal)
cooperation
not
competition.
Rockland
might
profit
by
an
8 ft. high .............................
1.OT
meeting to be held at the Elmwood.
He
developed
the
fact
that
the
geo

Rev.
E.
O.
Kenyon,
rector,
services
for
unique
scheme
which
is
being
spon10 ft. high .................................. 15)
Hotel, Waterville, Dec. 12. The an
graphic
and
political
divisions
of
the
Sandwiches
Now
15
Cents
gored
by
the
Lions
Club
in
Methuen,
'
tomorrow
will
be
appropriate
for
the
Laurel Wreaths, medium ............... 33
nual reports of the manager and the
Here is the story, in a nut- i second Sunday in Advent: Holy 26 European States lead to constant
Laurel Wreaths, extra large ...... 1.59
treasurer will be given and the offi
Lobster Salad, Shrimp Salad, Ham Salad, Egg Salad
friction
and
misunderstanding,
aggra

ill:
“
A
‘
garment
’
matinee,
sponCommunion
at
8
o'closk
at
St.
John
Please mail your orders to our.
cers elected.
sored by the local Lions Club, will be Baptist Church in Thomaston; vated by unemployment infinitely
Service Department, or Phone 1142.
Special 10 Cent Sandwiches
more acute than our own problem.
held
at
the
Methuen
Theatre
Dec.
church
school
at
9.30;
choral
euchThe annual fair of the Methodist
FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
He told something of the cost of
Plain Ham, Minced Ham, Lettuce Salad
Church Wednesday proved an out 13. The proceeds will be for the poor arist and sermon at 10.30; evensong the late war which took 10,000,001
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at 7 o'clock at St. John’s. Friday
standing success, the sale, supper and will be distributed by a commit- ■ litany
All Pies Now 10 Cents Per Slice
be omitted. Saturday, young lives and an outright expendi
and Seth Parker entertainment each tee appointed by the club, which will evensongwill
ture of 185 billions of dollars, this
and preparation at 7.30.
being well patronized. The enter be assisted by a committee of women
• • • •
And these are Home Made Pies, Too!
huge sum being now written off by a
tainment was unique, and displayed and Girl Scouts. Instead of coin of
“Christ's Message to the Church at staggering civilization. He showed
the thought given in the prepara the realm, the admission fee to the Smyrna
” will be the pastor's topic that America's peace time military
tion. A full account will appear in show will be anything from a button tomorrow
We have just installed an
morning at, the Littlefield establishment cost $1000 a minute
to a suit of clothes. Anything in the
a later issue.
and
that
72
cents
of
every
tax
dollar
Memorial
Church.
The
choir
will
way of clothing will be accepted, but
AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC TOASTER
i sing the anthem "Give Thanks Unto goes to that purpose. In England the
If you are keeping close track of the committee stipulates that what the Lord," La Farge. Sunday school income tax takes one dollar in every
ever
is
submitted
shall
be
in
wearable
‘ the days you will note that there are
Try the super delicious Toasted Ice Cream
convenes at the close of this service five, no matter how small the return.
only 19 between now and Christmas. condition."
In conclusion he described the
when a new system -of credits is to be
Sandwiches
—this remarkable device toasts
If you are watching the sun you will
i started. B. Y. P. U. is at 6.15 with workings of the World Court and the
notice that it doesn't rise tomorrow
The Maine Central Railroad has I Carol Wixon and Howard Chase lead League of Nations during the past
sandwiches to a turn
until exactly 7 o’clock, and that it now ready for distribution to the ers, topic, “What Is the Christmas decade and to them ascribed thc
goes to bed at exactly 4, but even then public the 1930 edition of its winter Spirit.” Mr. Perry's evening subject avoidance of several wars, any one of
exceeds union hours. The shortest sports booklet entitled, “Maine the will be “The Man Who Despised His which would be so awful in its brief
FOR A
days begin Dec. 19 and close on Winter Playground.” The book is Birthright.’ The choir will sing “Let course that it would shatter the pres
Christmas Day. After that the sun well illustrated with new photo Jesus Have His Way," von Berg, and ent civilization.
continues to be lazier about getting graphs taken in Maine Central a girls’ trio will sing. The Lord's
STEAKS
CLAMS
FRIED SCALLOPS
up, but stays so much longer on the territory by a professional photog Supper will be observed at the meet Gilford B. Butler of South Thom
Prepared in our model open kitchen. Visit it! It’s well worth seeing!
job that the days increase in length rapher, D. Warren Boyer, of West- ings close. Tuesday night prayer aston is occupying the Moffit house,
port, Conn., and the cover is of gay service is at 7.30.
171 Broadway, for the winter.
Cyrus H. K. Curtis has presented colors depicting recreation in the
Now we can use a few good second hand Upright
a new chancel and Austin organ to State of Maine in the winter. Par- I At Pratt Memorial Methodist The women of the Congregational
Try the New Radio Rifle, it will be installed next week
Pianos and for a limited time take them in exchange
the Camden Congregational Church, ticular care has been taken in this Church Mr. Kenderdine will preach Church will serve supper Wednesday
as announced this week by the recreation booklet to gather authentic j on "Lead Us Not Into Temptation,” at 6 o'clock, with Mrs. C. F. Snow as
for New Radios or Combination Radio and Electrolas.
The
Orange
&
Black
makes
every
effort
to
give
the
people
of
Rock

pastor, Rev. Winfield Witham. The information as to hotel rates, ea- at the morning service at 10.30. The general chairman.
Liberal allowance and convenient terms.
land complete service, good wholesome food, reasonable prices—
new chancel will involve a 25 foot parity, opening and closing dates and Choir will sing *T Lay My Sins On
addition to the present church edi several thousand copies will be dis- Jesus,” Tours, and “Daughter of Mrs. Belle Frost, deputy district
a fine dance surface and good music. Patronize—
TELEPHONE 708 FOR VALUATION
fice. The church has undergone tributed by the passenger traffic de- Zion,” Maker. Sunday School at 12. deputy grand matron, inspected
within the past few years extensive partment of the railroad at Portland. Epworth League will be led by Carol Naomi Chapter, O.E.S., Friday eve
repairs and improvements, holding
Gardner in the discussion of the ning at Tenant's Harbor.
to a colonial type which marks it
topic: “Building A Better World.”
President
Smith
of
the
Lawrence
as one of the most attractive local
Joseph Stickney, supervisor of fish
ROCKLAND
MAIN STREET, CORNER OF PARK
Portland Cement Co. was In confer The hour is 6 p. m. At the evening and game interests in this district in
church buildings.
service
the
pastor
will
preach
on
ence yesterday with the committee
spected the progress on the new rear
is seeking the abatement of the "Can The Sermon On the Mount Be ing pool in Appleton Thursday, and
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Winslow-Holbrook Post is to have which
alleged
dust
nuisance.
The
session
;
Safely
Ignored
.
The
young
peoples
a benefit entertainment at Strand was a harmonious one. Mr. Smith orchestra will render a special num- expressed his approval.
Theatre one week from tomorrow,
ber tomorrow evening. At the mid
afternoon and evening, for the bene said that the representative of a dust week service of prayer and praise on
Large quantities of toys have been
fit of the needy. No admission will precipitating device was momentarily Tuesday evening, the open forum taken to the Tyler school by the chil *
be charged but each patron is ex expected here, and that the facilities discussion of the "Beatitudes” will be dren and will be sent to the Boy
pected to take some article of food— of the Thomaston plant were offered continued.
Scouts to be repaired and made
vegetable line or otherwise. The dis- to the committee for investigating
ready for the children on Christmas.
( tribution of the proceeds will be in purposes. He also stated that .the
“
The
Spiritual
Triangle
”
will
be
the
accordance with the list furnished by corporation is invest igating a device subject of Mr. Grimes' sermon at the One hundred scholarships of $569
Miss Corbett, city matron. The Pub which will be installed if found to be First Baptist Church Sunday morning each, good in any college of agricul
lix theatre corporation has donated practical and capable of accomplish at 10.30. The quartet will sing, ture in the United States, will be pre
the desired results. President
the theatre and the feature picture ing
____________
__  “Consider and Hear Me,” Speaks. sented to the outstanding 4-H Club
Smith frankly _________
stated that__if com
to be shown is now being selected.
members next year by the Interna
inunity sentiment against the cement There will be a contralto solo by Mrs. tional
Harvester Company, according
The oil tanker Cities Service Kool- plant was sufficiently strong the pro- Marston. The church school will to a recent announcement by Vice
motor ran into some very rough duction could be transferred to the j meet at noon. A meeting for men President Cyrus McCormick Jr.
weather rounding Cape Hatteras the plant in Sigfried, Penn. No such only will be held at 3 o'clock when a
men s chorus will sing and special At the meeting of Edwin Libby Re
other day, and photographs made by sentiment was manifested.
music will be given by Mr. Grimes, lief Corps Thursday evening these
the captain's wife give an ecellent
Miss Bicknell has a new lot of the fnllnimH
followed hv
by hie
his cormnn
sermon, ““UUirhhnnn
Wishbone, officers were elected: President, Mrs.
hint of what navigators often experi
ence at sea. The ship was command beads and bags which have made Funnybone, Backbone." The Chfis- Elizabeth Barton; vice president,
Endeavorers will meet at 6
-FOR THE HOMEed by a Rockland man, Capt. R. L. her sales so popular at 12 Knox tian
Auelma Mullen; secretary, Mrs.
o'clock. An evangelistic servioc will Mrs.
Dobbins, and was carrying 85,000 bar street.
Valma Marsh; treasurer, Mrs. Hattie
be
held
by
Mr.
Grimes
at
7.15
when
We offer the simplest yet wisest solution of the
146-lt
chaplain, Mrs. Eliza Plum
rels of crude oil from Curacoa, D.W.I.,
he will lead an inspiring song service Higgins;
to New York. Capt. Dobbins, by the
mer; conductress, Mrs. Effie Walsh;
perplexing problem "What To Give.” Our floors are
assisted
by
a
chorus
choir.
The
BORN
guard. Miss Ida Stevens; past presi
way, has made a very fine record in
filled with beautiful, useful articles that will bring years
—At Knox Hospital. Nov. 23. to evangelist will discuss the deity of dent, Mrs. Bessie Haraden.
the oil trade, and has repeatedly TOLMAN
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Tolman of War Christ, “Was Jesus God or Man?”
been given newer and larger ships.4 ren, a daughter. Phyllis Louise.
of service to the owner. Gifts of Furniture, eminently
services every night next week except
King Hiram's Council closed a
Rockland friends are much pleased ”
Monday at 7.30.
sensible
and practical.
successful
year
last
night,
when!
with his steady progress.
• • • •
MARRIED
these officers were elected: Alan B.
A FEW SUGGESTIONS
CARVER-SMITH—At Vinalhaven. Dec.
At the Universalist Church tomor Borgerson illustrious master, Ed
2. by Rev. Archie Be^gs. James O.
The Woman's Auxiliary of St.
BOUDOIR
CHAIRS,
beautiful pieces.............. $8.95 up
row
at
10.30
Rev.
George
H.
Welch,
Carver
and
Mrs.
Marie
Smith.
ward Gonia deputy master, Dr. M.
Peter's Church will hold its annual
will
preach
on
“
The
Church
—
Its
MAGAZINE
RACKS,
choice of finishes......... $1.95 up
Christmas fair and supper in the
DIED
Challenge." The quartet will sing as C. Stephenson P. C. of W., Dr. J. A.
parish rooms Wednesday afternoon DEAN -At Camden.
Dec. 4. Everett Dean. anthems “O Clap Your Hands To Rlchan treasurer, Charles L. Robin
TOYS, WHEEL GOODS, SLEDS, COMPLETE LINE
and evening Dec. 10. Fancy articles,
recorder, Hiram H. Crie C. of G.,
aged 51 years. Funeral, Saturday at
gether,” Turner and “Dreams of Gal son
OF DOLLS, SPINET DESKS, TABLE AND FLOOR
1.30. Interment ln Lincolnville.
Carleton E. Morse C. of C., Ralph
aprons, candy, cooked food and grabs
ilee,
”
Morrison.
Sunday
school
will
will be on sale. Supper at 6 o'clock,
W.
Tripp
steward,
Ralph
U.
Clark
LAMPS,
SEWING CABINETS, OVERSTUFFED
meet at noon with special work on
price 35 cents.
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of C., Jammes E. Roberts sentinel.
Christmas songs under the direction M.
SUITES,
BEDROOM SUITES, DINING SUITES
CARD OF THANKS
These officers were immediately In
We wish to thank our friends and
Order yolir Christmas Magazine neighbors for the kind deeds rendered of Mrs. Helen Wentworth in prepa stalled by Right Illustrious Past
gift subscriptions now. Special prices (luring the week our little girl was at ration of the Christmas Sunday Grand Master J. A. Rlchan, assist
Hospital; also those who assisted program. Knickerbocker Class also
for December: gift cards furnished. Knox
ed by Illustrious Companion R. V.
at the time of her accident.
convenes at noon. An important Stevenson
Fred E. Harden. The Magazine Man.
as grand marshal.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Small.
meeting
of
the
parish
ls
called
di
f Tel. 35-W, Rockland.
140-tf
rectly after church by the trustees.
Telephone 980
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank everybody for their Junior Y.P.C.U. at 4 p. m. will have Tuesday evening with Mrs. Blanche
Spiritualist services in G.A.R. hall,
313-3
1
9
Main
Street,
Rockland. Me.
during my recent bereavement, Ruth Pike as leader and Miss Eve Calderwood, Laurel street and the
Sunday, at 2.30 and 7.30 p. m., Mary kindness
also for the floral tributes; and to thank lyn Sherer, pianist. Senior Y.P.C.U. Mission Circle Wednesday with Mrs
Hobbs Jones, lecturer and message my friends for the use of their cars.
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comes at 6. Chapin Class will meet David Talbot!
Jesse F. Feyler.
bearer.
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Low Prices

THE ORANGE AND BLACK

Regular Dinners

Exchange Your Idle Piano

New Electric Radio

THE ORANGE AND BLACK

Maine Music Store

EAJY

PAYMENTS

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

r

AUTHORITY

DECLINING CROPS

VINALHAVEN

Following ls the program of Pleas
£)K. J. W. SMATHERS, M.D.,
ant River Grange for Thanksgiving:
ing Off In Knox County Scenic readings and tableaux—The
I’h.G., tells of amazing re
First Thanksgiving which Included
sults produced by Sargon in
Last Decade
impersonations of Gov. Bradford.
over ten thousand cases.
Miles Standish, Pilgrim Women and
A statement, issued by the Director Indians; tableau, table set for
of the Census, gives some of the re Thanksgiving; harvest days of dif
sults of the 1930 farm census for ferent countries, including Spain,
and the North: tableaux.
Knox County with comparative data Cuba,
Spanish maidens with grape vines;
for previous censuses for selected Creole maidens, bright costumes and
items. Tire 1930 figures are pre- baskets of fruit; Yankee farmer
scene; a fairy in her pumpkin shell
, liminary and subject to correction.
coach: present Thanksgiving and the
Number
Livestock
1920 first Thanksgiving combined; panto
1930
1925
1,558
2,120 1.992 mime and song, with colored lights,
Horses
7 “Juanita;” song. "Red Wing,” two
13
Mules
7,049 8.119 Indians in costume with bow and
6.310
Cattle
3.777
4,977 4.826 arrows.
Milk cows
Regular meeting of Lafayette
467
771 3.067
Hogs
95.494 117.209 67.008 Carver Relief Corps was held Tues
Chickens
i Some statistics are also given as to day evening. Supper preceded the
i acreage and production of selected session with Montilleu Grindle, Flor
crops, and the county shows a steady ence Smith and Nellie Wilson, as
housekeepers. These officers were
decline in both for the last decade.
In 1919. for instance Knox County elected: President. Madaline Smith;
' had 75 acres devoted to corn, harvest vice president, Lillian Gregory; sec- j
ed for grain and producing 3546 retary. Carrie Cassie; treasurer, Cora ,
bushels. Five years later there were Bunker; chaplain. Annie Benner;
285 acres producing 868 bushels, and guard. Abbie Hutchinson; past presi
, .. last year there were only 11 acres dent, Addie Magnuson; patriotic in
structor, Della Simmers. The in- I
"As an official mvestigator for the producing 352 bushels.
Sargon Laboratories, I have person- . jn
there were 715 acres de- stallation will be held the regular i
ally seen Sargon at work in manj voted t0 oats threshed for grain, and meeting night Jan. 6 and will be |
thousands of^ cases in different^ paru y|ejdmg 20.639 bushels. Five years private.
of this country. I have seen it win later there were 285 acres, producing A troop meeting of Girl Scouts was
victory after victory over stubborn 8.944 bushels, while last year there held at Union Church vestry Thurs
ailments of long standing that had were 235 acres producing 7,352 day night at 7 o’clock.
Wednesday at 6 o'clock a meeting
apparently defied all other medicines bushels
and treatments.
In 1919 the county had 26.258 acres of Union Church Circle committee
"Based on recent discoveries by devoted to hay, and the crop was and representatives from the several
Medical Science Sargon is accomp 26.542 tons. Five years later there clubs in town will be held in the
lishing its remarkable results by were 32.207 acres and the tonnage church vestry.
Mrs. Alfred Raymond entertained
methods undreamed
,
„of. only
.__ .a few i was 29.694. Last year the acreage
years ago and may well be considered was ,
production 25,599 the Tocalot Club Wednesday.
one of the great outstanding health- tons
The T.F.s met Monday with Mrs.
Clifford at the parsonage. Supper
giving remedies of the age."
In
1919
there
were
134
acres
grow

144-lt
ing silage com and the crop amount was served by Carolyn Calderwood.
ed to 1368 tons. Five years later there Ruth Brown, Ernestine Carver and
were 102 acres and the production Agnes Mathieson. Games and music
GROSS NECK
I was 1270 tons. Last year there were were features of the evening. Mrs.
acres and they produced 834 tons. R. A. Clifford was guest of honor.
Miss Evelyn Waltz returned to I 92The
Mrs. Lottie Brown returned by
white potato acreage in 1919 plane
Rockville. Conn., Sunday to resume was 516.
Wednesday. She had been the
and the yield was 52.000
teaching after spending the holiday bushels. Five years later the acreage guest of her brother in West Fal
weekend with her parents, Mr. and was 488 and the crop was 68.343. Last mouth. Mass.
Mrs. Alden Waltz.
Mrs. Leroy Ames, was pleasantly
year the acreage had dropped to 347
surprised at her home Wednesday
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Richards and the yield to 44.619.
and son and Miss Alcada Genthner
a summary covering the number evening by the Dramatic Club of
spent Thanksgiving Day in Friend- acreage and value of Knox County which she is a member. A beautiful
ship with Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Rich- ! farms has already appeared in this gift was presented her by the mana
ger of the club, H. H. Vinal. The
ards.
paper.
topic of the evening was talks on
McClellan Eugley spent a few days 1
----------------Scotland, Montreal and California,
last week with his son Walter EugNORTH APPLETON
interspersed with music, which in
ley in North Newcastle.
___
cluded a bass solo by O. C. Lane, ac
Mr. and Mrs. Waldron Masten
Miss Emily Perry of Auburn is at companied by Mrs. Lane. Lunch was
motored from Nutley, N. J„ to pass home caring for her mother, Mrs. served.
the holiday and weekend with her Hattie Perry, who is threatened with John Bishop returned Tuesday
parents Mr. and Mrs. Charles Geele. pneumonia. Dr. Pierpont of Wash from Quincy, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Eugley and ington is the physician in attend
Housekeepers at Union Church
Mr. and Mrs. Pearlie Creamer of ance.
Circle Thursday were: Mrs. E. G.
North Newcastle wei*e at McClellan
Mrs. Jennie Waterman nas sold Carver. Mrs. Reuben Carver, Mrs.
Eugley's recently.
her farm to Elden Hannan of Union, Mary Noyes, Mrs. Lizzie Kay and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Geele, Misses who will take possession soon. Mrs. Mrs. Ben Dyer.
Addie and Elizabeth Geele. Bennie Waterman will store her household Moses Webster Lodge will hold in
Geele and Mr. and Mrs. Waldron goods and spend the winter with stallation Tuesday night, public to
Masons and their families.
Masten spent Thanksgiving Day with ■ re'atives in Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Stahl. Broad Cove. 1 Mrs. Adelia Martin of Appleton is James Booth of New York was in
Mrs. Elroy Gross, daughter Mar- \ spending the winter at Bernard Pit- town this week.
Mrs. Dred K. Coombs returned
jorie and son Junior of Waldoboro man's.
spent the holiday and weekend with
Frank Meservey. Jr., has entered Friday from Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. William Gross.
Knox Hospital for treatment of his Past master and most excellent
degrees were conferred upon a can
Alton Simmcgis and Ernest Eugley throat.
Valorus Edgecomb shot a fine buck didate Thursday evening in Royal
were in Portland last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Rines of deer last week. Alton Hammond and Arch Chapter.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Brown and
Damariscotta have been spending a Bert Hammond were also among the
Mrs. Alvin Cobb, were in Rockland
few days with Mrs. Annie Creamer fortunate hunters in this vicinity.
B. A. Pitman spent Thanksgiving Wednesday.
and son Harrv.
Mrs. William Gross recently visited 1 Day^ aLthe hom!
Mr' and Mrs- Negotiations are being made for
J.’ B
in Appleton. A" num the spectacular picture "King of
Mrs. Linwood Castner of Medomak.
” Morse
”
Harry Creamer and Sidney- Rines ber of relatives were present, and a Kings." which may be shown at
very pleasant day was enjoyed.
Christmas time.
were in Rockland Monday.
William P. Kelly a representative
W. H. Miller, Howard Davis, B. A
Pitman and the Carle brothers were of Brown Durrell Co.. Boston, was in
in Rockland recently on business,
towrn Thursday.
Why suffer tortures from Rheu
Mrs. Dora Perry has closed her The subject of the Sunday morning
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
home for the winter and is now in service at Union Church will be “The
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises
Sangerville where she will remain Joy of Living.” At the evening meet
when
until spring with her daughter, Mrs. ing Rev. P. J. Clifford will speak on
Myrtie Callinan.
“The Time Is Short.”
METHYL BALM
Mr. and Mrs. Aldus of Belfast have Club items this week are as follows:
moved
onto
the
Ripley
place,
so
Chataneet Club at Mrs. Bessie Mor
will bring almost instant relief?
called, at the Comer.
ton’s; Economy Club at Mrs. Nellie
A scientifically compounded ex
Austin J. Simmons spent several Nickerson's; Red Devil at Mrs. Ben
ternal application that should be
days last week in Rockport with Patrick's: Needlecraft at Mrs. Joseph
In every home. Sold only at
relatives returning home Monday.
Kittredge's: Rainbow at Mrs. Marion
Aubrey L. Fuller has been shing Littlefield's; Tocalot Club at Mrs.
Johnston’s Drug Store
ling
for
James
Waterman
and
Eddie
73 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND Edgecomb for George Peabody and Alfred Raymond's.
Ruth and Richard, seven-year-old
Sent Post Paid on receipt of price
Bernard Pitman.
twins of Mr. and Mrs. Leigh Williams
76 cents
Eddie
Edgecomb
and
brother
Va

celebrated their birthday anniver
•Itf
lorus, were recently in Jefferson.
sary Dec. 4 at their home from 4 to
6 o'clock. The twins were assisted in
the games by their brother Carl. Re
freshments including cake and ice
TWO COMPLETE RANGES IN ONE
cream, also two birthday cakes were
served. The guests were Everett Tol
man, Ernest Clayter. Betty Brown.
Jean Strachan. Ellen Burgess, Ma
rlon Littlefield. Audrey Coombs,
Herbert Peterson, Ada Bray, Marion
Brown, Alice Erickson, Charles
Oven and
Oven and
Wadsworth. Mary Johnson, Murray
Hopkins, Evelyn Hopkins. Marjorie
Firebox
Plates
and Marguerite MacDonald (twins),
Helen Dyer. Kenneth Anderson,
„> Save Work Floyde Robertson. Rita Knowlton,
Norma Phillips, Marlce Gray and
Arolyn Gray.
James O. Carver and Mrs. Marie
Change
Smith were united in marriage Dec.
2 by Rev. Archie Beggs.

Clarion

Electric

Drudgery to

Pleasure

WOOD & BISHOP C.O. Banizor,Maine

Sold by VEAZIE HARDWARE CO.. Rockland
A. T. NORWOOD. Warren

'3230

CLOSING OUT
TULIP AND
HYACINTH

BULBS

ALL
COLORS

25% DISCOUNT '
25% discount on any and all bulbs. Dozen lots
or more. A splendid variety for your choice.
Fresh. Clean Bulbs. Holland's finest bulbs, im
ported direct by us. The world's standard of
excellence in quality and beautiful colors. Take
advantage of this opportunity today! It will
soon be too late to plant bulbs outdoors.
Tulip Bulbs 55c to 90e per dozen—25% off.
Hyacinth bulbs S1.50 to S2.25 per dozen, 25% off.

MAIL
ORDERS
FILLED

Order from leaflet or tell us your needs making
remittance to cover and our experts will select
a plendid variety, or will ship C. O. D. if you
prefer.

FARM. DAIRY

and

POOETRY

lndall
FEDERAL and

TEMPLE

SUPPLIES - SEEDS

& Whitney
STS.,

PCRTEAIW

MAINE

APPLETON
Mr. and Mrs. M. H. Elliott of Cam
bridge and Lindley Bradbury Jr.,
were guests Thanksgiving and the
weekend of A. W. McCorrison re
turning Sunday, Master Lindley go
ing with them as far as his home in
Hollis. While here they installed an
Atwater-Kent radio for the folks, a
present from the Elliots.
Mrs. Will Proctor and son Ira have
returned from Franklin, Mass., where
they went by automobile to take Mrs.
Proctor's young grandson to his homc
after a visit here.
Doris Marsh Elliott while in town
made a visit to her friend Mrs. Evelyn
Pitman.
Mrs. Everett Whitney who has
been afflicted with one of the pre
vailing severe colds is now much bet
ter. She is looking forward to a
nearby visit from her daughter Mrs.
Harry Conant of Warren.
Mrs. Martha Kellar and Evelyn
Perry were visitors at the Grant’s
Sunday.

Probate Notices

TENANT'S HARBOR

HOOVER’S MESSAGE TO CONGRESS

Census Bureau Shows Fall

Established 1839

Every -O ther-Day
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Here are some pointed sentences from President Hoover's message
to Congress:
“Economic depression cannot be cured by legislative action or execu
tive pronouncement. Economic wounds must be healed by the action of
the cells of the economic body—the producers and consumers them
selves.” ...
"Some time ago it became evident that unemployment would continue
over the winter. . . We have as a nation a definite duty that no deserving
person in our country suffers from hunger or cold." . . .
"As a contribution io the situation, the Federal Government is engaged
upon the greatest program of waterway, harbor, flood control, public
building, highway, and airway improvement in all our history. This,
together with loans to merchant shipbuilders, improvement of the Navy
and in military aviation, and other construction work of the Govern
ment will exceed S520.000.000 for this fiscal year." .. .
"To increase taxation for purposes of construction work defeats its
own purpose, as such taxes directly diminish employment for the next
six months, and new plans which do not produce such immediale result
or which extend commitments beyond this period are not warranted." ..
"Our immediate problem is the increase of employment for the next
six months, and new plans which do not produce such immediate result
or which extend commitments beyond this period are not warranted.’’. . .
“I urge the strengthening of our deportation laws so as to more fully
rid ourselves of criminal aliens." . . ..
“The political agitation in Asia; revolutions in South America and
political unrest in some European States; the methods of sale by Russia
of her increasing agricultural exports to European markets; and our
own drought—have all contributed to prolong and deepen the de
pression.
“In the larger view the major forces of the depression now lie outside
of the United States, and our recuperation has been retarded by the
unwarranted degree of fear and apprehension created by these outside
forces."
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Charles Hathorn has returned from
Waltham where he spent a few days
with hls family hoping to find em
ployment while there. He reports
no work, business dull.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Carey of
Marblehead. Mass., who motored here
Wednesday to spend the Thanksgiv
ing season with the family of H. F.
Kalloch returned home Sunday.
William White and Capt. E. A. Hart
and son Earl are in town, called here
by the death of Ella Hart White.
Mr. and Mrs. William F. Riley and
daughter Doris were calling in the
village Thanksgiving morning.
Mrs. Emma Torrey is visiting her
daughter Mrs. Harriet Wheeler.
Several from this place attended
the church fair Tuesday at Wiley's
Corner.
The annual inspection o f Naomi
Chapter was held Friday evening
with Mrs. Belle Frost of Rockland, in
specting officer. Ivy Chapter of
Warren and Forget-Me-Not Chap
ter of South Thomaston were invit
ed guests.
Eureka Lodge . F.&A.M. held its
regular meeting Thursday evening
with candidates for the third degree.
James Henderson who has been
boarding at the home of Mrs. Alice
Murphy, the past three years is now
with Mr. and Mrs. John Reid.
Tommy Radford who has also been
at Mrs. Murphy’s is now at Mrs. Jack
Donald's.
Mrs. Josephine Tabbutt who visit
ed relatives in Thomaston and Kit
tery for a few weeks has returned
home.
Mrs. Myrtle Taylor has returned
home after a visit with relatives in
Vinalhaven.
Mrs. Colby Hupper and son Leslie
of Criehaven were weekend gusets at
Mrs. Willis Wilson's.
Mrs. S. L. Wagle of Attleboro, is in
town for a few days.
Leander Wiley is having a new en
gine installed in his motorboat.
Miss Mabel Barter is visiting Mrs.
R. W. Carey in Marblehead, Mass..
Dean S. Kalloch had a narrow
escape Saturday when his bed caught
fire. He tried to extinguish it with
the water at hand but was unsuccess
ful. He managed however to get out
of doors and call for helo. Several
men responded immediately and the
fire was soon under control. Mr.
Kalloch is now living at the home of
his brother H. F. Kalloch.
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HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.) VERTICAL (Cont.)
4- A public brawl
44-Trap
16- A chair
5- To cover with raised 46-Name of several
17- Greek god pf love
work
popes
19-Prolonged declam
11->assistant
47-N. W. State of
atory outpourings
12-Oceans
tl. S. (abbr.)
21-Part of foot
13- Egyptian jun-god
48-Skulking
23-Saitpeter
15-A Spanish dollar
50-A month (abbr.)
25-Pastime
17-Comparative ending 51-A small orifice in
27-Depression between
of adjectives
the skin
two mountains
18-A small lizard
52-Dress protectors for
29-Middle
,
20-An unexpected
children
31-To wander
pleasure
54— C loser
aimlessly
21- Prefix. Three
55- One who edits
33- Action
22- lreland (poet.)
34- A Roman poet
24- Masculine name
VERTICAL
35- Haul
(short)
25- Shortly
1- Coincided
37- An entreaty
26-A kind of
2- Musical note
38- Runaway lover
architecture
3- Tear
41-People
28-Severe storm
4- Entrance
44- Tender
30-SmaU particle
, 5-Wish for
32- Same as Zion
6- Large tracts of land 45- Character in
“Idylls of the King"
33- Shaped
7- Unite
48- The June-bug
3O-To arrange,
8- Hinder
49- Great Britain and
as drapery
9- Bone (Latin)
10-A short race run at
Ireland (abbr.)
3?-Vault
high speed
51-Father
V-Skill
4 !-A money-drawer
14-Combining form.
53-A thoroughfare
—3—It is (cont.)
African
,
(abbr.)
(Solution To Previous Puzzle)

WALDOBORO
b-L Pj Tl1 s T Is 1 B E R|1 [A
Joseph D'Napolis of the Massachu
D E L E ■d
£ A s p E
G To
setts Live Poultry Co. has closed his
MA nIp| L E A V F D
warehouse here for the winter and
F A R
w N 1 SI s
E
returned to his home in Revere.
N rE e
N Es TS E ps E
1 S s U E
A
A R 1 E s
The Susannah Wesley Society was
1s 1 F T
entertained at the home of Mrs.
1 N N E S s
A
Carrie Miller Monday evening. A
u| S c R 1 B F D S
g!r(e
large number were present.
F Y R E
D
D
Miss Gretcnen Waltz, a student at
S r A1 L E
A R II o Nl
T
Gorham Normal School, passed the
p A Y E R
D R i B
P A R
holiday recess at the home of her
L U G
D o N
O V 1
A
aunt Mrs. Nina Goucher.
1 R U N 1 C
D E p E N o u 0
Mr. and Mrs. S. H. Weston. Miss
c E R l A I
S o R E
Betty Weston and Phillip Weston
TF MP L
S T E R
passed Saturday in Portland.
Miss Edith Levensaler has been
substituting in the office of Judge Collins has a talent for vivid descrip
Harold R. Smith during the absence tion and was much enjoyed by the
of Mrs. Annie R. Thompson who is audience. A fine musical program
in Boston.
was given by Miss Gretchen Waltz
Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. Scott, Mr.
piano and vocal solos, Miss
and Mrs. G. B. Walter and Mrs with
Simmons in vocal selections.
Overlock spent Thanksgiving with Frances
Harold Sprague and Miss Gladys
relatives in Bath.
i Bailey with violin and piano and
John Devorak, student at Bowdoin I Floyd Benner at the organ
College, has
been
passing
his
vaca
,
... , ._
... i Mrs. W. H. Crowell was hostess at
tion at home with his parents Mr. the meeting „f the Woma„.s club
nnd
_
,
.
and TVTrc
Mr.s. .Tnhn
John TVvnralz
Devorak
Tuesday afternoon. In the absence
Miss Ellie McLaughlin has returned of thc president Mrs. Emma T.
to Stamford. Conn., after passing the Potter, thc vice-president presided.
holiday with her mother Mrs. Wil Mrs. Maude Clark Gay read a pappr
liam McLaughlin, Main street.
on “The Dictator Business.” The
Mrs. John E. Rines has been visit members present were Mesdams Dora
ing reiatives in Fairfield.
. York Wa stahl Tna Smlth, Esthpr
Miss Carrie B. Stahl and Miss Mary : Shorey Sace Weston Emma Potter,
Bam of Portland spent the weekend , Maude G
Rena Crowell and Miss
with Capt. and Mrs. A. F. Stahl.
, r _„pp Yorkp
Clinton Day of New York spent:
______
the weekend with his mother Mrs.
"So your son got his B.A. and
Sarah Day, who on his return accom M.A.?” “Yes. indeed, but PA still
panied him to Brockton. Mass., where supports him."—Royal Arcanum Bul
she will pass the winter.
letin.
Miss Edith McLain has been in
Boston.
R. W. Trueworthy. Wiscasset,
Thomas Preston, Paul Porcella and
POULTRYMEN
Howard Duckworth of Revere, Mass., !
C. L. McNally of Clinton, Levi Oliver, i
ATTENTION!
Damariscotta Mills. Philip Cohen and
We Want Your
John Crowe of Malden, Mass., War- i
LIVE
POULTRY
ren Colwell, Waldoboro, Henry
And Will Pay Highest Market
Miller, Wakefield, Mass., Frances I
Price
Maher, Pawtucket, R. I., R. W. Shaw, !
Hartland and James Longworth, | Call or write and trucks will call.
COHEN BROS.
Philadelphia, have been registered at
Care CHARLES MeKELLAR
the Medomak House.
WARREN, ME.
Rev. George W. Collins gave an
Telephone Warren 2-3
interesting talk on his life and ad- ,
Reference: Any poultry raiser
ventures in Newfoundland at the
109-tf
Baptist Church Friday evening. Mr. J

IE

!

STATE OF MAINE
To all persons interested in either of *
the estates hereinafter named:
At a Probate Court held at Rockland,
ln and for the County of Knox, on the
18th day of November ln the year of out
Lord one thousand nine hundred and
thirty and by .adjournment from day to
day from the 18th day of said November j
the following matters having been pre
sented for the action thereupon herein
after indicated It ls hereby Ordered.
That notice thereof be given to all
persons Interested, by causing a copy.
of this order to be published three weeks
successively in The Courier-Gazette, a
newspaper published- at Rockland in
said County that they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at said Rock
land. on the 16th day of December A. D.
1930, at nine o’clock in the forenoon,
and be heard thereon if they see cause.

ESTATE OP MILES SIDELINGER late
of Union, deceased. Petition for Per-? ;
petual Care of Burial Lot, filed by Frank
H. Ingraham Administrator.
ESTATE OF FRED T. STUDLEY late
of Rockland, deceased, Petition for Dis-11
tribution filed by Claire S. Hodgkins of
Rockland, Admx.
ESTATE OF ALICE L. SEAVEY late of
Cushing, first and final account filed for j
allowance by James M. Seavey, Admr.
j
ESTATE OF FRED T. STUDLEY late'
of Rockland, deceased, final account I
filed for allowance by Claire S. Hodgkins,
Admx.
ESTATE OF EDWIN J. TIPPETT latf1
of Vinalhaven. deceased, first and final
account filed for allowance by Theresa •
Tippett Newbold.
ESTATE OF THOMAS T BARRETT,
late of Fresno. Calif., deceased, first and j
final account filed for allowance by Z.
M. Dwinal, Admr.
ESTATE OF ADDIE N. FURBISH late ,
of Lynfleld. Mass., deceased, first and
final account filed for allowance by :
Frederick E. Furbush of Lynfleld, Mass., t
Exr.
ESTATE OF ANNIE H HART late of
Hope. Petition for Administration, ask-.
lng that Hal ver A. Hart, or some other
suitable person be appointed Admr.
without bond.
, *;.*]
HARRIET A. MORTON late of St.
George, deceased. Petition for Probate
of Will, asking that same may be proved
and allowed and that Letters Testamen
tary be issued to Leland G. Morton of
St. George he being the executor named
in the Will without bond.
ESTATE OF JOHN SULLIVAN late ofRockport, deceased, first and final ac-1
count filed for allowance by James J.
Sullivan, Admr.
ESTATE OF JOHN SULLIVAN late of
Rockport, deceased. Petition for Distrl- 1
bution filed by James J. Sullivan, Admr.
ESTATE OF WILLIAM RAYNES. late i
of jOwI’s Head, deceased. Petition for Li-,
cense to Sell Real Estate filed by Elfriede ’
J. Haynes, Admx. asking that she may J
be licensed to sell at private sale certain 1
real estate belonging to said esta^r situ-1
ated In Owl's Head and described in sald‘:
petition.
ESTATE OF WILLIAM RAYNES. lato-J
of Owl's Head, deceased. Petition for Al-j
lowance, filed by Elfriede J. Raynes.
Admx.
ESTATE OF ADA S.GARDNER late of
Rockland, deceased. Petition for Admin- I
BURKETTVILLE
istratlon asking that Mattie H. Barter of
Rockland, or some other suitable pec,Thanksgiving Day brought many son be appointed Admx. without bond.
ESTATE OF ADELIA M. SPEAR of
relatives and friends together. Near
ly every Afamilv
Haven Petition for License to
. v entertained
en[erla!nea enmnanv
company North
Sell Real
Egt8te flied by Elizabeth Ci
through the day.
Spear. Guardian, asking that she may
Mrs. Ella Grinnell substituted at '
licensed to sell at private sale certhe grammar school last Tuesdav ar,a taln real estatc belonging to
said minor
Wednesday
001 laSt iuesda7 and situated
ln North Haven, nnd
and aestrioeu
described
ln said netitlnn

Mr. and Mrs. Lorenzo Linscott and
family spent Thanksgiving in Union
at a family dinner party at Walter
Calderwood's.
This community was saddened to
learn of the sudden death of John
Luce, which occurred near his home
last Wednesday. Funeral services
were held at his late home Friday
afternoon. Sincere sympathy is ex
pressed for the surviving widow,
daughter and sons. Mr. Luce was a
kind and respected citizen, neighbor
and friend and will be much missed.
The annual meeting of the Farm
Bureau for both men and women will
be held at Washington Grange hall
next Wednesday. This meeting is to
open at 10.30 sharp and everyone is
requested to be prompt. Slides will
be shown at the opening followed by
a program in charge of Mrs. Hazel
Sukeforth. A picnic baked bean
dinnner will be served at noon.
Members not solicited are asked to
furnish something in pastry. During
the afternoon Mr. Wentworth and
Miss Lawrence will present subjects
to be selected for the coming year.
It is earnestly desired that all mem
bers be present to help ln choosing
subjects best suited for our com
munity.
WEST ROCKPORT
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Andrews enter
tained members of the Tuesday Club
and their husbands Tuesday evening.
Games and guessing contests of vari
ous kinds occupied the time, one in
teresting feature making a hat for
some other member of the group.
Names were drawn, and each one
made a crepe paper hat for the per
son whose name he drew. The result
was a variety of styles and colors of
head coverings which the guests wore
as they filed into the dining room
where a bountiful buffet lunch was
spread. Those present: Mr. and Mrs.
E. 8. Orbeton, Mr. and Mrs. Leman
Oxton. Mr. and Mrs. Henry Keller
and daughters Arlene and Dorothy,
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Carroll and son
Henry. Mr. and Mrs. Robert Nutt,
Mrs. Walter Wheeler, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Heald. the host and hostess
and their children Sidney, Carolyn
and Clark.
Thc Mission Circle met with Mrs.
J. F. Heal Thursday afternoon.
Rev. George F. Currier and wife
have arrived and are getting settled
in the new Moody parsonage at Rock
port. They were both present at the
prayer-meeting here Wednesday eve
ning. Beginning this month the
Sunday services will be held in the
afternoon; church school to open at
1.30. followed by the preaching serv
ice at 2.30.
Mrs. M. J. Oxton in company with
her niece Mrs. Katherine Studley
leave soon by automobile for St.
Petersburg, Fla., where they will
spend the winter.

SOUTH HOPE
H. A. Hart and son Elmer have
returned from their hunting trip.
Elmer brought back a deer.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Potter were at
C. C. Childs’ over the weekend.

The saw mill started again Monday.
Mrs. Margaret Carver and family
have moved into one part of U. G.
Merrifield's house which he recently
bought of Dr. Burleigh Mansfield.
At the regular meeting of South
Hope Grange Wednesday evening the
following officers were elected:
Master, Arthur Clark; overseer, Ern
est Hastings; lecturer. Doris Merri
field; steward, Charles Taylor; chap
lain, Laura Hastings; treasurer, A. L.
Esancy; secretary, Clarion Clark;
assistant steward, Joseph Pushaw;
gatekeeper. Sidney Lermond; Ceres,
Emily Pushaw; Pomona, Mrs. Sidney
Lermond; Flora, Nina Taylor; Lady
assistant steward, Flora Pushaw;
chairman of executive committee, A.
L. Esancy, Wilbur Taylor, William C.
Wellman.

ESTATE OF HARRY P. BUCHANAN
late of Camden, deceased. Petition for
Allowance, filed by Mary A. Buchanan,
Admx
ESTATE OF BENJAMIN K. WARE late
of Washington, deceased. Petition for
Allowance, filed by Alice M Ware ol
Washington. Petitioner.
ESTATE OF HARRY FOLLANSBEE
late of Camden, deceased. Petition for
Administration, asking that Charles C.
Wood of Cainden. be appointed Admr.
without bond.
ESTATE OF MINNIE A CLARK late of
Rockland, deceased. Petition for Pro
bate of Will, asking that saipe may be
proved and allowed and that Letters
Testamentary be issued'to Herbert O.1
Clark of Rockland, he being the execu
tor named ln the will to serve with
bond.
ESTATE OF CHARLES COLLAMORE'
late of Vinalhaven. flrst and flnal ac-.
count, filed for allowance by Frank H.
Ingraham of Rockland. Public Admin
istrator.
ESTATE OF
MILES SIDELINGER. 1
late of Union, deceased, first and flnal
account for allowance by Frank H. In- i
graham, Admr.
Witness. MELZER T. CRAWFORD,'
Esquire. Judge of Probate Court for I
Knox County. Rockland. Maine.
Attest:
CHARLES L. VEAZIE Register. I
143-S-149(

VictorRadio
As reliable as the Victrola

$112.50 up

Maine Music Store
ROCKLAND, ME.
124-tf

CLEARANCE SALE
2nd-Hand Furniture
If you have boon waiting for
prices to reach bottom—come now
for oura are already there!
Tremendous Reductions on thee,
greatest values ever offered. Como
in—nose around and you will aea
a lot. It will give you an idea
of the unbelievable value offered
here. We have a fine selection of
Kitchen Stoves, Parlor Stoves and
Special Stoves, in fact everything
to make a home. We also carry
a complete line of Store and
Office Furniture.

ROCKLAND
FURNITURE CO.
Formerly occupied by Rockland
Produce Ce.
Telephone 427-R
41 Tillson Ave.
Rockland
llOSTtf

Work Done Anywhere
Prompt Service
Water pipes Repaired and Relaid.
Inside and Out. Digging included.
Pipes Wired Out. Sewers Dug,
Laid Out and Cleaned when
Plugged.
Cesspools Dug
and
Rocked.
Shallow Cellars Dug
Deeper.
Floors Cemented and
Walls Repaired.

S. E. Eaton
TEL. 534-J

ROCKLAND, ME.
44Stf

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT

Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 5.30
A M stonlngton g 25 North Haven 7a5>
Vinalhaven 815. due to arrive at Rockland about 9.30.
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M..
vinalhaven 2 45, North Haven 3.30. Ston
ington at 4.40; due to arrive at Swan's
Island about 6.00 P. M.
B H STINSON, General Agent.

143-tf

1855

1930

E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
Waldoboro and Rockland
Highlands
Artistic Memorials in Stone
-------------------------------------- 1223-tf
DENTAL NOTICE

DR. J. H. DAMON
Is back in his office for the winter
and will make appointments each day
from 10 to 2
130TStf

DR. E. L. SCARLOTT

35 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND
Notices or /Appointment
_______ j'h
Osteopathic Physician
I. Charles L. Veazie. Register of Pro- j
Talephona 136
bate for the County of Knox, in the i
State of Maine, hereby certify that in
the following estates the persons were I
appointed Administrators or Executors ’
and on the dates hereinafter named:
I
CONVERSE E JONES late of Wash DR. PERLEY R. DAMON
ington. deceased. November 4th. 1930, '
Harry L. Webber of Washington, was ap- '
Dentist
pointed Admr. with bond.
FRANK C. PERRY late of Appleton. • 302 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.
deceased. November 18th. 1930. Myrtle <
Perry Cullinen of Dexter. Maine, was ap
Talephona 918-M
pointed Admx. without bond.
Sltf
LENA A. NEWBERT late of Cushing, f
deceased. November 18th. 1930. Ernest H. 1
Newbert of Cushing, was appointed
Admr. without bond.
EVERETT E SPEAR late of North:
Haven, deceased. November 18th, 1930.
Elizabeth C. Spear of North Haven, was i
appointed Admx. without bond.
GEORGE H. HART late of Rockland. I
deceased. November 18th, 1930. Vernon ,
Since 1840 thia firm hM
L. Hart of Auburn, Mass., was appointed
faithfully served the famlllM
Admr. without bond.
b
of Knox County
WILLIAM RAYNES late of Owl’s Head. 4
LADY ATTENDANT
deceased. November 18th, 1930. Elfriede-'
J. Raynes of Owl’s Head, was appointed
Tol. Day 480; 711-1
Admx. with bond.
AMBULANCE 8ERVICe
GEORGE L. SPRAGUE late of Wash-1
ington. deceased. November 18th. 1930,»
Alice A. Hilt of Union, and John W.J
Enright of Jefferson, Maine, were
|
pointed Admrs. with bond.
ROCKLAND, ME.
WALTER A. ROBERTSON late of]
Thomaston, deceased, November 18th. i
1930, W. J. Robertson of Thomaston, was :
appointed Admr. without bond.
MARY C STANLEY late of Rockland,
deceased, November 18th 1930, Stanley
A. Snow, was appointed Admr. d. b. n. c. I
t. a without bond.
FRANK G. NORTON late of Camden,
Don’t suffer another minute from
deceased, November 18th, 1930, Glenn L. j blind. Itching, protruding or bleed
Norton, was appointed Exr. without I ing piles without testing the newest
bond.
x. •, and fastest acting treatment out. Dr.
TILESTON B. WYLLIE late of Thom Nixon’s Chinakold, fortified with
rare, imported' Chinese Herb, with
aston, deceased, November 18th, 1930,
amazing power to reduce swollen
Annie J. Wyllie of Thomaston, was ap
tissues, brings ease and comfort ln
pointed Exx. without bond.
ADDIE N. FURBISH late of Lynfleld. a few minutes, enabling you to work
and enjoy life while it continues its
Mass., deceased, November 18th 1930,
Frederick E. Furbush of Lynfleld. Mass.:, soothing, healing action. Don’t de
lay.
Act in time to avoid a danger
was appointed Exr. without bond. Alan
ous and costly operation. Try Dr.
L. Bird of Rockland. Maine was appoint
Nixon's
Chlnaroid under our guar
ed Agent ln Maine.
antee to satisfy completely and be
LUCY A. ROBINSON late of Rockland, worth 100 times the small cost or
deceased, November 18th, 1930. Alan L. your money back.
Bird of Rockland was appointed Exr
C. H. Moor & Co., Rockland
with bond.
FRANK S. RHODES late of Rockland,
deceased, November 25th, 1930, William
H. Rhodes of Rockland was appointed
Exr. with bond.
THE DIAMOND BRAND.
ik
Attest::
CHARLES L. VEAZIE, Register.
I'llls in Red and Gold tnetalllc\
I boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon.1
i Take no other. Bur of yonr
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You can bixy
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
home news, at Central News Co . 66 Con
years known as Best. Safest, Always B
gress St.; or Ross News-stand. 381 <2 Con-I
SOUtVIKUiGISnEIEinWEK
gress St.

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

BURPEE’S

PILES s

YIELD TO
CHINESE
ERB

CHICHESTER S PILLS

IN BIG DEMAND JUST NOW
An

Old

Family

FOR COLD AND COUGH TIME

Doctor's Favorite

Prescription.

Ballard’s Golden 03
Time-Tried and Tested. Safe and
Effective Specific for All Ills and
Ailments from Inflammation.
An
indispensable Household Remedy.
Sold Everywhere ln Liberal Bottles.

Page
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THOMASTON

in Everybody’s Column

ROCKLAND
FIRE ALARM

ii
Mrs. Clement Moody (Evelyn
Verge) entered Knox Hospital Thurs
The new districts and numbers.
day.
23— Broadway west to Oliver street.
Mrs .Lawrenoe Hahn is visiting
her daughter Mrs. Weston Petrie ln
24— Orace west to Broad.
South Portland.
26—Oliver west to West Meanow.
'
At the Baptist Church the Sunday
28—Crescent and Thomaston to Me
services will be 9.45, school; 11.00,
chanic.
morning service, with Mrs. J. C. Mc
32—Purchase West to Orange.
Donald the speaker; 7 p. m., the
39—All west of Broadway to
Universal Bible Sunday will be ob
Pleasant.
served with a program and pageant,
“The Lost Words."
NOW FORMING
41—Pleasant and Park and all west
The 1931 automobile plates are
of Bridge.
|
being received in town.
56— No. Main and Maverick to Old
The hydrant near Dr. Hodgkins
County Road,
at
residence has been raised to the level
57— Old County Road to Juniper
ol the state road.
Hill.
Mrs. Lucy Sillery ls on a trip to
58— Lake Avenue to Rockville town
Boston.
line.
To the list of those who poured at
the tea for Miss May Gould, as pub
5ft—All north of Waldo Avenue to
lished ih the Boston Transcript, and
Olen street.
reprinted in this column Tuesday,
Instructions—If a fire uevelops in
should be added the names of Miss
your neighborhood simply telephone
Peggy Creighton and Miss Constance
“Fire Station—Emergency" and tell
Creighton of Boston, Miss Katherine
tbe location, exactly, of the blaze, the
THOMASTON,
MAINE
Creighton of Thomaston, Miss Mar
crew will do the rest.
• • * *
garet O’Leary of Waban, Miss Suz
anne Davis of Waban, and Miss Jane
The present boxes and locations:
Bennet of New Haven.
144-tf
25 Main Street, Corner Limerook
Mrs. Katherine Cullen is recover
27 Pacific and Mechanic streets,
ing from an attack of grippe.
near Snow’s Store
The crew for running the cement
29 Cor. South Main and Mechanic
WARREN
coat on the Thomaston-Warren
ROCKPORT
33 Tillaon Avenue
bridge have arrived with their equip
34 Cor. Suffolk and Fulton Streets
Rev. F. F. Fowle and Rev. A. E. 35 Main Street, Corner North
ment. Let us hope for a mild spell Maynard Creamer has been making
repairs at the Baptist parsonage, Luce of Camden left Tuesday morn 36 Pleaeant Street, Corner Orange
of weather for doing the job.
ing for Bangor where they attended 37 Main Street, Corner Park
Charles E. Linscott arrived Thurs necessitated by Saturday’s fire.
day and is in charge of the Maine Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Feyler and the district council men's meeting at 38 Broad Street, Corner Grace
State Prison. His family consists of Miss Estelle Jameson of North Wal the Methodist Church. Several very 42 Rankin Street, Corner Broadway
Mrs. Linscott and two daughters. doboro spent Sunday with Mr. and interesting speakers were heard dur 43 Lincoln Street, Corner Summer
ing the day, among them Dr. Musser, 45 Middle 8treet, opposite Fern
Mr. Linscott has had several years Mrs. C. A. Simmons.
CASH OR EASY TERMS
experience as warden of the Rhode Miss Mary Wyllie of Oyster River known as the jungle man, Dr. Moody, 46 Main Street at Rankin Block
Island State Prison. The citizens of has been visiting Mrs. W. H. Robin superintendent of the Geneva dis 47 Knox County General Hospital
Ask For Demonstration
trict of the New York Conference. Dr. 48 North Main Street, Cor. Warren
Thomaston wish for him a success
son.
Burt Smith of Chicago, interdenomi- 49 Camden and Front Streets
ful administration.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Moore are mov natlon men’s council secretary and 51 Head of Cedar Street
The family of Virgil Beckett is
ing into the Fred Starrett rent.
Dr. Tibbett, pastor of the Church 52 Weat Meadow Road
quarantined with scarlet fever.
Miss Evelyn Beckett is at the home
Mrs. H. D. Sawyer and Mrs. Leroy of All Nations in New York. All gave 53 Camdan Street, near F. B. Church
of her aunt in Rockland, Mrs. Clinton Norwood were hostesses at a dinner stirring and up lifting addresses 54 Maverick, Cor, Spruce
Hennigar, for an indefinite period.
bridge Wednesday at the home of the upon the theme “Men’s Place in the 75 Veteran Firemen'a Association
Authorized Dealer
♦ * • •
former. Dinner was served at seven Church.” At the evening service Sr. 62 Militia Call
Wednesday, Dec. 10, Adelyn Bush o'clock and chicken salad, hot rolls, Mario Cappelli, the Italian-Ameri 5 Repeated, No School
Telephone 745-W
Rockland, Me.
nell will present a program of seven coffee and pineapple dessert made up can tenor brought to the audience a 85 Out-ef-town call
one-act plays ln Watts hall for the a most delicious menu. Four tables wonderful message of song. Follow 22 Chiefs Call
127-128t.henT-S-150
benefit of the High School senior of bridge were at play, the guests be ing his singing, Bishop Anderson
class. Nearly 40 persons from Thom ing from Union. Honors were won gave a very powerful address, choos
aston, Rockland and Camden will by Mrs. Caroline Williams, Mrs. ing for his subject, “God Is Love."
take part in an unusually varied and Carrie Mank and Mrs. Bernice Pay- The service closed with Sr. Cappelli
son.
singing that grand old hymn, “The
entertaining bill.
The Girl Scouts will take charge Mr. and Mrs. Leland Philbrook and , Old Rugged Cross," while the conof the evening service in the Feder children who have been spending the gregation gathered around the altar,
holiday and weekend with relatives Blshop Anderson pronouncing the
ated Church at 7 o’clock.
The Men’s Community Brother returned Monday to South Portland. benediction.
Mrs. Colby Hupper ot Criehaven
hood will hold its annual meeting Chester Reed and Herbert Weaver
Dec. 9 with supper at 6 o'clock, John have bought a bankrupt stock of dry antk Mrs. Charles Whitmore of
M. Richardson of Rockland will be goods from a store in Belfast.
Rockland were visitors Thursday on
the speaker, his subject, “The Coun Mrs. Helen Knowlton left the hos Mrs. Leslie C. Deane, West street.
pital
in
Brookline
last
Saturday
and
try Newspaper.”
All citizens interested in the for
Since the last Red Cross report in went to the home of friends ln Bel- mation of a Water District should
this column. 21 more enrollments mont, expecting to be able to return attend the get-together mass meethave been received, as follows: Mr. home the last of this week.
ing to be held Monday at Town hall
and Mrs. A. L. Wolf, Mr. and Mrs. Miss Bertha Storer and Mrs. Wen- at 7.30 when well informed men will
P D. Elliot, Mr. and Mrs. Levi dan Studley attended the regular be present to speak on the subject
Seavey. Edward O’B. Burgess. Har meeting of the social club Wednesday and answer any questions that may
riet Burgess, Mrs. Henry Bryant, at the home of Mrs. James Mank ln arise.
Mrs. John Hewett, Miss Margaret G. Manktown.
The annual Christmas sale and
us. pat. offRuggles, Miss Mabel Fernald, Mrs. Mr. and.Mrs. Keith Brown of Cam supper of the ladies' aid of the M. E.
Gertrude Miller, Joel Miller, Mrs. den were Sunday guests of Mrs. Her Church held Wednesday afternoon
Hattie T. Creighton, Mrs. Caroline bert Kennistpn.
and evening was pronounced a very
J. Tobey. Mrs. Harriet P. Whitney, Mrs. George Martin and children successful affair, being largely at
Mrs. Ermina Hawes, Mrs. Josephine Faye and Carroll spent Wednesday tended and the various tables well
P. Walker, Miss Lizzie S. Levensaler, with Mrs. Clarence Benner at Wal patronized. Those in charge were:
doboro.
Mrs. Alex. Mayo.
Aprons, Mrs. Maude Davis and Mrs
At the Federated Church Sunday: Arthur Young has been working Annie Crockett; miscellaneous, Mrs.
q • •
School at 9.45, morning service at 11 for Stephen Comery.
Amy Miller and Mrs. Cora Morrill;
o’clock, subject, “The Heart of Mrs. May Starrett went to Portland candy, Mrs. F. F. Fowle and Mrs.
Christmas.” Pine Cone Troop, Girl Tuesday for a short stay.
Lillian Kellar; mystery, Miss Marion
Scouts, will be in complete charge Miss Dorothy Jones is visiting ln Weidman and Mrs. Annie Spear;
of the evening service, at 7 o’clock. Bath.
variety, Mrs. Vellle Simmons and
This will be the second of the special Nine members of the Warren Sons Mrs. Marion Grey; supper commit
Christmas services and an attractive of Union Veterans Auxiliary accept tee, Mrs. Gertrude Havener, Mrs.
ed the invitation extended them by Medora Berry, Mrs. Huse Richards
program has been arranged.
♦ • ♦ »
the Rockland branch to attend sup
and Mrs. Linthel Lane.
The auxiliary met Friday evening per and the regular meeting Wednes
A meeting of the Farm Bureau
day
evening
at
Rockland.
They
re

at the home of Harriet Williams,
will take place Dec. 16 at the home
port
a
fine
supper
and
very
pleasant
Knox street. With the Legion they
of Mrs. Carrie Grey, the subject to be
will soon occupy new quarters in the time. In the party were Mrs. Jesse discussed, “Pine Needlework."
Mills,
Mrs.
Herbert
Weaver,
Mrs.
E. E. Studley block and plans for
• • • •
making the rooms attractive were Percy Bowley, Mrs. Willard Wylie.
Church
Notes
Mrs.
Fred
Peabody.
Mrs,
Fred
Star

discussed. It was decided to make
Methodist: Sunday morning serv
the next regular meeting a dona rett, Mrs. Laura Brackett, Mrs. Jane
ice at 1030, the pastor speaking on
tion party, and start a drive to sell as Stickney, Mrs. Joseph Stickney.
• • • •
“The Way of Power,” adult chorus
many cook books as possible before
Christmas. It was voted to join the The committee tor child health day will render special music; Sunday
district council and send a donation reported a good attendance Wednes school at 11.45; Epworth League at 6,
towards furnishing a Christmas gift day afternoon despitae the cold, dis Miss Doris Ballard, leader, subject,
to each soldier in Maine hospitals. agreeable day. Several of those pres "Music and the Church;” evening
Mrs. Howard Wood signified her de ent came from a long distance. Es service at 7; male chorus will render
sire to transfer her membership from pecially worthy of praise was the two selections, “Beside the Blue
the Sanford units to those here both presence of Mrs. Clifford Overlook, Galilee” by Gabriel and “Resting In
Mrs. Harold Pease and Mrs. Roland His Love” by Brook. The Wednesday
Post and Auxiliary.
meetings of the ladies' aid will be
The ladies' aid of the M. E. Church Berry.
PARK STREET
ROCKLAND
were favored with a good attend The all-day farm bureau meeting discontinued until the flrst Wednes
ance at their supper Friday. Too at the Montgomery rooms Thursday day in January; the Johnson Society
much praise cannot be bestowed was well attended and Included from will meet Wednesday evening at the
upon the quality and quantity of thc South Warren, Mrs. Frank Page, Mrs. home of Mrs. Lillian Kellar and
food served. The menu was placed Levi Bucklin, and Mrs. Leslie Cope members are urged to be present to
assist with the Christmas work.
before the patrons and the amount land who came in the afternoon.
Baptist: Rev. George F. Currier,
or food consumed testified their ap Chester Wyllie was pleasantly sur
preciation. Rev. Mr. Welch, pastor prised by the Gamma Beta bovs thc new pastor, will occupy the pulpit
of the Universalist Church, Rock Wednesday evening, the occasion be Sunday at both morning and eve
land, and Edward Gonia were noted ing a birthday anniversary. He was ning services; Sunday school at
also remembered with gifts.
noon; B.Y.P.U. at 6 o'clock; evening
among others from out of town.
The Portland Evening News is Ellis Stahl of Brockton is visiting service at 7.
being delivered by airplane. The friends ln town.
papers are dropped in the field a few Eugene Skinner is suffering from
rods in the rear of R. W. Walsh's blood poisoning.
Edgar Crawford of Thomaston was
store. Quite up to date.
Misses Mabelle Brown, Alcada Hall looking up friends in Warren Thurs
and Elizabeth Creighton attended day.
the meeting of the Rubinstein Club A. T. Norwood is installing a hot
water system of heating in the house
in Rockland Friday afternoon.
The Maine Central Railroad has a of Stephen Comery which he recently
crew re-building a part of the plat purchased at Oyster River.
Friends are pleased to hear that
form at the depot.
The Chataneet Club met with Mrs Lee Walker is now able to be up and
Norman Simmons Thursday evening. about his room at the Portland hos
A surprise to Mrs. Simmons was the pital.
gift of $5 in gold for her youngest, Mr. and Mrs. N. B. Eastman closed
Leon Edward. The usual fine re their home Friday and left for Wal
tham. Mass., to spend the winter
freshments were served.
There will bc a musical at the with their daughter Mrs. U. J. Hebert.
home of Miss Helen Carr next Mon Herbert Bucklin, though unable to
day evening at 8 o’clock, the pro sit up as yet, is resting comfortably
ceeds to benefit the Episcopal and greatly enjoys visits from friends.
The. Rebekah fair, supper and en
Church.
tertainment held Thursday proved a
The annual Christinas sale of thc success, thanks to the hearty support
the members and others. The net
Ladies’ Guild of the Episcopal Church of
of Thomaston, consisting of fancy sum of $90 was realized. Everybody
enjoyed the one-act play so much
articles, candy and cooked food, will that
the Rebekahs plan to put on one
bc held in the parish rooms. Dec. 10. of three
acts in the near future.
145-147
Mrs. Rose Cutting and Mrs. Oscar
returned Thursday from
The annual Christmas sale of the Copeland where
they had been at
Ladies’ Guild of the Episcopal Lewiston
State Grange.
Church, consisting of fancy articles, tending
Grange took the first prize
candy and cooked food, will be held ofWarren
$25 in the automobile insurance
in the parish rooms Dec. 10. 145-147 contest
as was announced at the
State Grange. This means that War
ren Grange wrote the most insurance
in proportion to membership.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Cutting
stopped over Sunday night to visit
The plans of this fine home may be obtained at our office together with cost estimates and
Mrs. Rose Cutting while they werc
enroute to Portland.
complete building information
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CHRISTMAS CASH CLUB

THE THOMASTON

NATIONAL BANK

Atwater-Kent

Radio

$139.20 complete

J. A. Karl <S Co.

SINCLAIR
This Gas is used by the
FIRE DEPARTMENTS
of AUGUSTA and PORTLAND
for Quick, Efficient Work

Advertisements in this column not to
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25■
cents. 3 times for 50 cents. Additional
lines 5 cents each for one time. 10 cents |
for three times Six words make a line

Lost and Found
LOST—Heavy lead chain, hooks on
both ends, between Samuel Doe's and my |
home Friday p. m..
Reward. P L
HAVENER. Tel. 792.
146-148
LOST—Black, white and tan beagle
hound, named Buster.
Identification
mark, small bunch on left side. Please ,
notify DAVID J. HILL. Jr.. R F. D. 3
Waldoboro. Me. Tel. 5-4 Warren.
146*148
LOST—Coral beads, on Main or Park j
Sts., or ln trolley. H. W. B.. care CourlerGazette.___________________________ 145*147
LOST—Lady’s gold wrist watch Satur- I
day afternoon ln Rockland.
Finder j
please TEL. Thomaston 132-3 and receive
reward.____________________________ 144*146
LOST—Blue tick female hound, in
Cushing or Friendship.
Answers to
name Bessie. ORRIN F. SMITH, Rock- j
land. Tel. 396-M._________________ 144-146
LOST—Saturday p. m.. on Park St.,
pocket book containing sum of money,
bank book and driving license. Reward.
Notify MRS. OLSON. 63 Park St
Tel
916.
144*146

WANTED—Position by book-keeper. 15
I years experience, proven ability, best of
I references. Write K. F.. care The Courrier-Oazette.
146-148
WANTED—Rellnlng. repairing and re
modeling coats for men and women.
Experience, 10 years. MRS. MINA LAR
SEN. 14 Frederick St.. Rockland
146*148
WANTED—Children and old people to
board. TEL. 458-Y._______________ 146-148
WANTED—To
supply
lodges
and
homes
movie entertainment. PARK
STUDIO. 25 Park St._______________ 146* 11
WANTED—Two wood choppers, camp
I furnished, only hustlers need apply. J.
D. PEASE. Hope. Call on telephone after
p. m.146-148
WANTED—By electrician your elecI trical wiring to do.
Estimates free.
HARRY MOORE. 10 Bunker St. Tel
| 246-X._____________________________ 146*143
WANTED—Position as housekeeper in
| small famlly or care of a semi-invalid.
MRS. MABELLE P. CRONE. Rockport.
| Me.
146*lt
WANTED—All-around cook at PARK
I STREET CAFE AND SEA GRILL. Rocki land.
146-148
WANTED—Cash
register.
medium
I price. Write to D. E. J., care The Cou
rier-Gazette.
145-147
WANTED—Experienced man on farm.
I References required. MRS. R. E. CUT
TING. Warren. Me.
145-147
WANTED—Elderly woman as houseI keeper for one man ln family. A good
home. ELLIS B. DeCOSTER. Waldoboro.
Me.
145*147
WANTED—Practical nursing or posiI tion as companion.
Would do light
I housework. Nine months’ hospital expe
rience. Reference. CALL Warren 4-15.
__________________________________ 145-147
WANTED—Young man to canvass city
I for closing man. 10 LIMEROCK ST.
145*147
WANTED—Children to board under
school age. Apply MRS. ROWELL. 25
Maverick St.. City.__________ _____ 145*147
WANTED—Girl for general house| work at WINDSOR HOTEL
145-tf
WANTED—Washings; will do Ironings.
I Work called for and delivered. Work
guaranteed
MRS. CARRIE LOTHROP.
708 Main St.. City.
145*147
WANTED—Washing and Ironing called
for and delivered.
MRS GERTRUDE
I COTTON. 16 Kelly lane. Tel. 522-W.
_ _________________________________ 144-155
WANTED—Position aa housekeeper or
I companion. Oood home desired rather
| than high wages. TEL. 1158-W.__ 144-146
WANTED—Three marine compasses,
good condition, bargains. 8ome 18 or 19
Inch barrel heads. Very cheap. J. C.
HARMON. Rockland. Tel. 595.___ 144-146
WANTED—Experienced lady canvassers
for house to house canvass on high
grade margarine. Apply to SWIFT Ac
I CO., Monday morning.
144-146
WANTED — Experienced housekeeper
I would like position In a small adult
[ famlly. or will care for a seml-lnvalld.
Address E. J. D., 14 Dunn St. Thomas| ton^Me._____
144*146
WANTED—Position in sick-room by
radical male nurse. A. W. ROWELL.
lberty. Me., R F D 2.
144*146
WANTED—Radio repair Jobs. Bring In
; that radio which you can't get fixed
elsewhere, we have an expert radio re
pair man who can flx it at a reasonable
charge
HOUSE-SHERMAN. Inc. Next
door to Ford Agency. Rockland
146-tf

LOG CABIN

SINCLAIR PRODUCTS
United Motor Fuel Corporation

riugmaziamaigramajamajgmararajamgigjamaramaraigrafgiggjgiiiiBfBiBjaiBjzjBrafgmafarajzjaBmat^i

W. H. GLOVER

BUXTONS
RHEUMATIC SPECIFIC
You will not regret It. For sale at all
leading drug stores. Let us send you
a booklet. Buxton Rheumatic Medi

cine Co.,

Abbot Village, Me,

E

For Sale
FOR SALE—Sewing machine cheap.
I Call between 4 and 6 p. m at 572 OLD
COUNTY ROAD. City.
146*148
FOR SALE—1928 Ford/ sport coupe.
I Inquire at 10 BUNKER ST. Tel. 246-X
__________________________________ 146*148
FOR SALE—Canaries
make
nice
I Christmas gifts. Lovely singers guaran
teed. MRS. A. K JACKSON. Union.
146*148
FOR SALE—Rabbits. Flemish. Giants,
breeding does, $5 each. Raise your own
meat. B. L. LEADBETTER. Warren. Me
146*148
FOR SALE—Communicate Immediate
ly with FRANK H. INGRAHAM. Box 277.
Rockland. Maine. If Interested in pur
chase of standing soft wood and lumber
or wood lots in Union and Washington.
146-148
FOR SALE—Or trade, sorrel mare, good
worker and driver. Grocery wagon al
most new, first-class condltlpn. JAMES
SOUTAR, Wylie’s Corner, St. George. Me.
_________________________________ 146*150
FOR SALE—Geese, live or dressed. B.
I S. GEYER. South Cushing P. O. Tel.
188-4.
145-1'3
FOR SALE—Or trade, two prison
pungs and one sled pung. GEORGE K
| JAMESON. Rockland. R. F. D.
146*148
__________________________
L46*!?8
FOR SALE—Apples, Delicious, Spies,
I Tolman Sweets, also cabbage. J. F.
| CALDERWOOD. Union.___________ 146*151
FOR SALE—Three rabbit hounds all
running, not gun shy. Skunk and mink
dogs, fox terriers. DR. SHERMAN. Rock
land. Tel. 598-W.
145*147
FOR SALE—Christmas trees for the
house. 50 cents to a $1 size JOHN F.
JONES, Head-of-the-Bay, Rockland Tel
384-R.
145*147
FOR SALE—Round Oak range and
Hub heater, practically new. 166 MAIN
ST. Tel. 1057-W.
145*147
FOR
SALE—Portable
Indoor
golf
courses. 9 hole course. $375; 18 hole
course. $600. Complete with balls, clubs,
score cards and pencils. 8ets up In two
hours.Great business
opportunity for
vacant
stores, halls,
etc.
Pays big
profits.
Also being
Installed
by
churches, clubs and fraternal organiza
tions everywhere . Write or phone H. H.
STOVER, 111 Llmerock St. Tel. 1201.
144-146
FOR SALE—Clarion larlor stove, large
size Call 25 LINDEN IT,
144-146
FOR SALE—24 foot sloop. Practically
all rebuilt sails, mast, rigging and ship
mate stove all new. Just refastened and
re-caulked. Address A. B. C.. CourlerOazette.
FOR SALE—Pipeless furnace, large
size, used onc season: two three gallon
coffee urns with electric heaters, can
use gas or electricity; one Hot Point
automatic electric range, four burners,
oven and broiler. TEL. Thomaston 54.
_________
139-tf
FOR SALE—Oas range with oven,
broiler and 4 burners Used very little.
Tel. 186-R 64 SUMMER ST.
138*tf
FOR SALE—Two electric motors. 71i
h. n nnd 2 h. p., ln good shape; also
standard computing scales. W. F. TIB
BETTS. 148 Union St. Tel. 297-R.

_______ 146-tf

For RHEUMATISM take

BUILDING SUPPLIES

LUMBER

SHINGLES

«&

CO.

ROCKLAND. MAINE
CONTRACTORS AND BUILDERS
TELEPHONE 14
PAINT

Fishermen
Attention!
WEIR BRUSH
Any Quantity
At Stanton Place, So. Thomaston
Write

Laura Laaksonen
SOUTH THOMASTON
146-lt*

See and Hear the New

CROSLEY

“BUDDY”
RADIO

Wanted

Sold at The

HOP frARlY

Five
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Every-Other-Day

$64.50
Complete—Installed in Your Home

E. 0. Philbrook & Son
632 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

Authorized Amrad and Crosley

Dealer

142-tf

FOR IMMEDIATE SALE

Wood Lots and
Standing Soft Wood
and Lumber
Of late Miles Sidelinger in Union
and Washington. Mank lot, Storer
lot, Rice Meadow lot and standing
soft wood lumber on Hager lot.
Phone, write or call at
431 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND

Frank H. Ingraham

146-148

COMMISSIONERS’ NOTICE
State of Maine. Knox ss.
December 5. 1930.
We. the undersigned, having been
duly appointed by the Honorable Melzer
T Crawford. Judge ot Probate within
and for said county. Commissioner* to
receive and decide upon the claims o.
the creditors of Bertha Cassman. lste
of Rockland In said Knox County, de
ceased. whose estate has been repre
sented Insolvent, hereby give public
notice agreeably to the order of the said
Judge of Probate, that six months from
and after Nov. 25. 1930 have been al
lowed to said creditors to present and
prove their claims, and that we will at
tend to the duty assigned us at the
Probate Office. Court House, tn Rock
land ln said Knox County, on Dec. 22.
1930. and May 25. 1931. at two o'clook In
the afternoon of each of said days.
EDWARD K. GOULD,
WALTER H. BUTLEK.
146-S-152
Commissioners

To Let
TO LET—Furnished rooms for light
housekeeping or a small tenement. In
quire at 35 CAMDEN ST.
145*147
TO LET—Furnished room at very rea
sonable price. 7 LIMEROCK ST., Rock
land.
Mli7
TO LET—Furnished flat, 5 rooms, gas,
electric lights, flush closet. $4 per week,
732 Main St. Call at 730 MAIN ST.
144*148
TO LET—Three room furnished apart
ment with hath, centrally located, near
High School, corner location.
H. H.
STOVER. Ill Llmerock St. Tel. 1201.
144-148
TO LET—Grocery and meat store loca
tion. shelves all up and ready for busi
ness: also large Indoor golf location.
Thomaston. H H. STOVER, ill Llme
rock St. Tel. 1201.
144-148
TO LET—Five room flat All modern,
at 23 Fulton St. ROSE PRESCOTT, 240
Broadway.
144-148
TO LET— Lower six room tenement.
Opposite Sea View Oarage. J. H. MEL
VIN. 21 Gay St.
144-tf
TO LET—One 6-room and one 7-room
rent, at 17 Warren St.; alBO 7-room house
at 6 Knox St. All pleasantly located ln
good neighborhood, newly repaired, and
moderately priced
Apply to MILDRED
OXTON CRIE, 12 Warren St. or Tel.
577.
143-tf
TO LET—In Rockland at 23 Franklin
St. upstairs apart. 4 rooms, garage.
MRS DAVID OSIER. R. F. D. 4. Water
ville. Me.
143*148
TO LET—Two furnished rooms for
light housekeeping. Lights, gas. Adults
only
E N. SYLVESTER. 23 Cedar St.
Tel. 804-J__________________________ 146-tf
TO LET—Three room apartment on
Orient St
NELSON B. COBB. FuDerCohb-Davls.
141-tf
TO LET—Two furnished rooms with
private bath. 192 LIMEROCK ST. Tel.
600 or 211-M_______________________ 139-tf
TO LET -Eight-room house, ail mod
ern Improvements at 14 Shaw Ave. In
quire 10 NORTH MAIN ST. Tel. 787.

138-tf

TO LET—Tenement at 18 Oay St.
Apply to L. W. BENNER. 2 North Main
St.
135-tf
TO LE«— a warm, sunny apartment of
five rooms and bath, private entrance.
Inquire of ELIZABETH DONOHUE. 89
Park St . Rockland
138-tf
TO LET—6-room tenement on Spring
Rtreet. electric lights, gas. flush closet.
MRS JOSEPH DONDIS, 69 Beech St. Tel.
42-W.
146-tf
TO LET—Unfurnished 5 room tenement
and garage. North Main St. ROBERT U.
COLLINS, 375 Main St. Tel. 77.
146-tf
TO LET -Tenement at 38 Mechanic St.
MRS W S KENNISTON. 176 Main St.
Tel. 874-W._________ _ _____________ 146-tf
TO LET Five room furnished apart.
All modern Improvements. Inquire at
12 ELM ST.
146-tf
TO LET-Apartment ln Bicknell block.
Apply to B. B SMITH. Thorndike & Hit
Lobster Co. Tel. 208.
146-tf

Miscellaneous
NOTICE—This Is to notify all that
from this date I will pay no bills other
than those contracted by myself. E.
McINTYRE. Rockland. Dec. 3. 1930.

145*147

DR. JOHN A. LUNT. office at 7 Llme
rock st.. over Llmerock restaurant, every
Tuesday 10 a. m. to 6 p. m.. treatment
and reading by appointment._____ 146-tf
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods
at the Rockland Hair Store. 24 Elm St.
Mall orders solicited. H. C. RHODES.
Tel. 519-J.__________________________ 146-tf
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your MWl
and repair vour furniture at 216 LIME
ROCK ST. Tel. 1010.
146-tf
FOR SALE—Penobscot Bay farms and
cottages for sale and rent, attractive
prices, ideal loactions. tea houses, and
shore lots. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Belfast,
Maine.
146-tf
WHEN IN BOSTON—You can buy
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
home news, at the Old South News
Agency. Washington St., next Old South
Church: also at M Andelman’s, 284 Tre

FOR SALE—The tine Stromberg-Carlson radios, a Rolls Royce of all radios
Can be seen and heard at 53 Tillson Ave
SHAPIRO BROS.. Rockland
146-tf
FOR SALE—Fifty houses of all descrip
tions ln Rockland.
A large list of sum
mer cottages. In fact all kinds of real
estate. Come and talk over my list 11
vou wish to buv ROBERT U. COLLINS
375 Main St- Tel. 77,
146-tf mont St.
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ing for Frank Sampson at the Way- social hour. The quilt recently made
Rockport: Neelo Lofman to Miss
NORTH HAVEN
A PRIZE ESSAY
ROCKVILLE
by the sisters was won by Mrs. V.
side Service Station.
Coggan of Rockland.
Marjory
Huse,
Phyllis
Duncan,
----Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Perry have re
Marjory Brown is guest of her L. Beverage, number 62.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alfred
Starr
are
re__
Clara
Waterman,
Pfiker
Crocjiett
written By Successful War- turned from Lewiston where they
Mr. and Mrs. H. T. Crockett were
”t’i»_7S' L K. Blackington. in guests of their daughter Dorothy at
were Thanksgiving and weekend jeiving congratulations on the birth and Emma Parsons were home for |! aa
Rockland.
of
a
daughter.
Priscilla
Joan.
Thanksgiving.
ren Contestant In Peck’s guests of friends.
and attended the State
A. W. Dyer visited Mr. and Mrs. Augusta
Mrs. Walter Parsons of LeomlnThe house and barn of Martin
Grange in Lewiston this week.
Helma Heino who has employment
Chester
Dyer
Thanksgiving
Day.
Golden Jubilee
with Dr. Foss' family in Rockland Sullivan were destroyed bv fire Sat- 1 ster, Mass., was guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Sampson was m Rockland
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Cooper re- and
urday. Mr. Sullivan was away at the Charles Parsons Thanksgiving.
Camden Saturday on business.
Gladys St. Clair Morgan
By Edith L. French, Grammar was at home last week.
Miss
Constance
Carver
is
visiting
turned
home
Saturday.
time
and
the
blaze
had
made
such
Mr. and Mrs. H. N. Burgess, Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Sinnett and son
School, Warren, prize winner in
progress that the fire company, her brother Ralph in Plainfield, N. J. There was a good attendance at and Mrs. Harland Gregory, Miss
Class B in Peck's Golden Jubilee returned home Monday having spent hampered by lack of water, could not
Thorn Dyer is on a vacation in the Grange Saturday evening. A Bessie Woodworth and Miss Evelyn
Thanksgiving
with
Mr.
Sinnett's
par

Essay Contest.
prevent a total loss. The buildings Boston and vicinity.
Thanksgiving supper was served at Charlotte Gregory were in Vinalents at Jamaica Plain, Mass.
were insured.
Thirteen years ago I was born in
Murry Stone of Camden is work- 7.30, followed by a program and a haven Saturday and Sunday.
Through the kindness of Mr. and help to those considering a special
Jesse
Carroll
and
familv
ot
Rock

Mrs. Fred W. Wight interesting ac Cb,^bma,Semhertainment fOr SCh00l> ’ Atlantic. Mass. Shortly, about three land Highlands and Vesper Hall's
]
counts of Paderewski’s visit to the church or club:
Hansel and Gretel—Humperdinck's months after my birth. I had what family were visitors Thursday of last
White House have come to us. Pad
week with Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel
MILE-A-MINUTE MARTY
Sea View Garage, Inc., 689 Main Street
erewski w’as the guest of President opera adapted by Lois von Haupt as is called infantile paralysis. The Carroll.
a
children's
opera
story
to
be
played,
doctor,
after
doing
all
he
could
for
and Mrs. Hoover during his stay in
Mr.
and
Mrs.
F.
W.
Robbins
and
G
ee
,
MfMrry
read,
sung
or
informally
dramatized,
Washington. Their friendship dates
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sure that many people who came to
The American Legion held a very
Norway Medicine Co.
hear me sing this particular number , successful meeting Tuesday evening
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POULTRYMEN
a name. Call a song an ‘aria’ or town Wednesday and Thursday buyLieder' and he is not interested, but ing fur.
ATTENTION!
give it a name like ‘Love's Old Sweet
At the next meeting of Seven Tree
Song' and it is played in every Grange. Dec. 10 there will be elec
We want all your LIVE POUL
home.”
tion of officers. Supper will be served
TRY.
Highest Prices paid. Call
at the close of the meeting. It is
or write Charles Shane, care ot
Mrs.
Pearl
Cook
Kilborn,
a
wellearnestly
hoped that all members
R. E. Cutting. Warren, Me. Tel.
known music teacher of Norway has will be present.
Warren 3-3 and trucks will call at
formed a Junior Music Club and a
There was a fine attendance at the
your door. References. Any poul
BAY VIEW GARAGE, Inc., Camden, Me.
Rhythm Band both of which will baby clinic Thursday,
try raiser.
affiliate with the State Federation of The Farm Bureau will meet Dec.
Clubs. This is the first music ! u at the Grange hall. All memCHARLES SHANE CO. Music
club ever organized in Norway and bers should attend as it is the plan27-tf
much credit is due to Mrs Kilborn. i ning meeting for 1931.
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In addition to personal notes regarding
departuies and arrivals, this department
especially desires information of social
happenings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes
sent by mail or telephone will be gladly

telephone

The Thursday Auction Club was entertained at luncheon by Mrs. A. R.
Havener, Broadway.
-------

Mrs. R. L. Jones is ill with tonsil............... ,.o or ,94-w 1Ug at her home at The Highlands.

Mrs. J. Parker Stimpson enter
Mrs. H. B. Burgess and Mrs. Bertha
tained several friends at cards Wed French art; in Portland today.
nesday evening in honor of Mrs.
Everett Philbrook's birthday. The
The Charity Club was entertained
guests were Mr. and Mr.s. Paul S°avey
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Philbrook. Miss Thursday at luncheon by Mrs. Lester
Gladys McClure and William Brew Sherman, Beech street.
ster. Refreshments included a very
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph L. Wiggin have
attractive birthday cake.
closed their home at Warren and are
Thc Daughters of the Civil War to be with Mrs. Wiggin's father Fred
will hold a whist, party in Grand , A: Thorndike, Maple street, for the
Army hall Tuesday evening. Thc 1 winter.
hostesses will be Elizabeth Murray
A. U. Bird of Boston has been in
and Emma Douglass.
the city for a few days. He reports
Mrs. William Freeman who has i that Mrs. Bird is slowly gaining from
been spending the summer at Sutton, the serious injuries received in the
auto accident in New Jersey.
has returned to her old home, Cam recent
She is at the Cooper Hospital, Cam
den stteet for the winter.
den, N, J.

That yields much satisfaction
is a year's subscription to The
Courier-Gazette. The visit of
this paper three times every
week is a steady reminder of the
giver—156 times a year. A hand
some Christmas card carrying
the donor's name goes forward
with the gift. Call at the office
or telephone 770, and the order
will be filled.

MEMORIAL

SERVICES

The annual memorial services of Rockland Lodge, B. P. O. E., will be
held in Strand Theatre Sunday evening at 7.30, the doors opening one-half
hour earlier. No tickets have been issued, and the services are open to the
general public.
The lodge has lost five brothers the past year—Benjamin F. Paschal,
Albertus W. Clarke, Frank S. Rhodes, Gilbert T. Buker, Edmund B. Hastings
and George F. Barbour, making a total of 96 members who have passed on
since the lodge was instituted.
The committee ln charge of tomorrow night's services comprises Percy
McPhee, chairman, Albert C. Jones, Timothy E. McInnis, Thomas J. Foley,
Richard F, Saville, Jack Hartley, William B. Mitchell and Robert Brewer.
They have arranged the elaborate program published herewith.

7s hn ‘TJ°
Mrs. C. O. Perry entertained at
the E.PA. Club Wednesday afternoon luncheon and
Tuesday afterwith honors falling to Miss Phronic | rinnn
Johnson, Mrs. Orrin Smith and Mrs.
L. F. Chase. Buffet lunch was served.
Mrs. C. A. Christofferson was hostess
to the T Club last evening at her
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Brewer and Wil home on Chestnut street.
liam Freeman of Sutton were
Thanksgiving Day guests of relatives
Mrs. Florence Adams, daughter
in this city.
Lydia and eon James of Bangor, were
Mrs. M. R. Pillsbury entertained in the city recently on business and
the Luncheon Club yesterday at her , calling on friends.
home on Summer street.
' Twenty or more members of the
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Eldridge and Universalist parish observed the
daughter Frances have returned from birthday of Mrs. Eugene E. Stoddard
Brooklyn where they were guests over Wednesday evening by having a table
the holiday of Mrs. Eldridge's sister, reserved for the occasion at the
Methodist fair supper. A bouquet of
Miss Grace Hinckley.
beautiful roses from Mr. Stoddard
9M.a>.»*fc3i9»l*».».3.99S.92.3.2.3.2:5l graced the table, and the gathering
S was a very happy one.
A CHRISTMAS PRESENT
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I
Mrs. A. R. Havener and Mrs. Perley
■i
Damon entertained at a bridge tea
1 Wednesday at Mrs. Havener’s home
1
ri on Broadway.
I
A
Mrs. Jennie Bird who has been
with her son W. C. Bird at North
’s ampton, Mass., for several weeks has
returned home. Mrs. W. C. Bird who
recently underwent a serious opera
tion in a Montclair. N. J., hospital, is
at her home in Northampton and is
reported as gaining in an encourag
ing manner.

LODGE ENTRANCE,
(Orchestra—Funeral March—Chopin)
ORCHESTRA—Then You’ll Remember Me,
OPENING CEREMONIES,
Exalted Ruler and Esquire
INVOCATION,

Bulfe

Lodge Chaplain
SOLO—No Night There,
II. P. Danks
1
Mrs. Gladys Jones Morgan
ROLL CALL,
Exalted Ruler and Secretary
Godard
VIOLIN SOLO—Adadio Pathetique,
Miss Bertha Luce
SELECTION—There Will Be One Vacant Chair,
Orchestra
ALTAR EXERCISES,
Exalted Ruler and Lodge Officers
SOLO—(), Dry Those 'fears,
Del Rigo
(Violin Obligato)
Mrs. Gladys Jones Morgan
ORATION,
George C. Wing, Jr.
(Lewiston Lodge, No. 371)
VIOLIN SOLO—The Rosary,
Ethelbert Nevin
(Fritz Kreisler arrangement)

Miss Bertha Luce
CLOSING CEREMONIES,
America

(The audience is requested to rise and join in the singing)
Our father’s God to thee
My country, 'tis of thee,
Author of Liberty,
Sweet land of liberty,
To thee we sing;
Of thee 4 sing;
Land where my fathers died; Long may our land be bright
With freedom’s Holy light;
Land of the Pilgrim’s pride;
Protect us by thy might
From ev’ry mountain side
Great God our King.
Let freedom ring.
BENEDICTION,
Lodge Chaplain
ORCHESTRA,
Auld Lang Syne
Miss Margaret Stahl at piano during vocal numbers

RAMBLES AFIELD
Here, There and Yonder,

Gi/Mothei^

Touching the Alluring

Things of Nature.
(Number Twenty-six]
When clearing out my dish closet j
a short time ago, a glimpse of the
old blue earthen teapot called
back scenes of my childhood so viv
idly that I cannot forbear mention
ing once more the plant with which
it will always be associated in my
mind. I think I mentioned this
plant casually in a former article,
1 but I find so few persons who seem
to know anything about it, that per
haps a more detailed article will r.ot
be amiss, for even among regular
wood roamers I seldom find one who
ever saw the plant and most of them
have never heard of it.
Aralia
racemosa,
pettymorrel,
spikenard, are some of the names
given it by the botany, but the name
my grandmother gave it and by
which I knew it for a good many
years, was “Life-of-man.”
♦ * * *
I cannot describe the plant fully,
as I have not been able to visit its
habitat for a good many years, but
I have a very clear recollection of its
berries which in size, shape and
color strongly resemble our common
elderberry, but the latter grows in a
large flat cyme, while spikenard
sends out decompound panicles from
the axils of its leaves. The taste is
rather pleasant and has a slight
pitchy flavor, like spruce or fir, only
not so pronounced. A handful of
the berries when separated from the
stem might easily be. taken for elder
berries, but in taste they have not
the slighest resemblance, though I
find both very pleasant and have
probably eaten quarts of each. As I
recollect it the aralia grows from
two or four feet high and is not atXill
common in this vicinity; in fact the
only place where I was sure of find
ing it when as a child, I used to go
with my grandmother to dig up its
roots was a somewhat indefinite lo
cality known to us as “down back of
the Jim Welsh place. In later
years this was known as “the “Farn
ham place.” The house has now
fallen into decay and a part of the
old lumber has been rudely put to
gether and used as some sort of
storage place, by Luke Brewster, the
present owner.

^Glenwood Gas‘fyt/uic
OU don't need to ask Mother what one gift from the family will mean
the most to her. When she has a modern Glenwood gas range she will
have twice as much time to enjoy herself. And she 11 he thankful for your
thoughtfulness three times a day the year round.

Y

In selecting thc best size of Glenwood for your family be sure to ask to see the
De Luxe Insulatcds with their automatically regulated ovens that make so
much difference in tbe ease and certainty of oven cooking. Convenient

payment terms.

_ INSULATED/>/,)r^

C .lenwood
A kl/~

Regulated by the i
Some fifteen or more years ago
Luke's sister Hannah took me to a I
AutomatiCook for
damp, shady place on the Brewster
farm adjoining the “Jim Welsh
exact oven heat
place,” and showed me quite a large
area
of
these
aralia
plants.
These
The Progressive Literary Club
all the places where I ever saw
Mrs. Ella Grimes leaves today for ipeets with Mrs. Cora Snow Tuesday
sent the church with a new chancel are
CAMDEN
growing if I may except one . rather !
Boston, and after a brief visit she will at 2.30. Items in reference to the
of the traditional type, involving a it
scraggly plant which wasxlug up and
continue to Chicago and Peoria, Ill., Christmas season will be given in
at our Gas District Stores
G. G. Rodgers of Boston has been 25-foot addition to the present edifice. transplanted to a spot in our gar- !
for a stay of a week or 10 days. She response to roll call. Act II. scene 1
Included
in
the
chancel
will
be
an
den at the foot of the mountain
then goes to California for the re of King John will be read. Current^ the guest of his brother Mark Austin organ of the latest type.
Augusta, Bath, Gardiner, Rockland, Waterville
Rodgers.
mainder of the winter. San Fran events, Mrs. Lucie Walsh, leader.
Thursday night the opera house where it managed to exist for some ;
Mrs. Carrie Aldus will entertain was a scene of beauty when Camden years. It was close to a ledge, where
cisco and Los Angeles will be visited.
the hot sun shone on it all day long,
Wednesday Mrs. E. K. Leighton en the W.C.T.U. Tuesday at 2.30 o'clock. Commandery entertained Sir Knights while its original home was in damp,
The bridge party given Tuesday tertained eight ladies at luncheon folC. F. Merriam is in the Camden and ladies of the Rockland. Vinalha- shady woods, but that plant stuck to I
DL 41
evening under the auspices of the Mfcved by golf at the Tillson Avenue Community Hospital for observation. i ven and Belfast Commanderies. An
job
and
bore
a
few
berries
each
its
make the afiair an outstanding suc
Auxiliary of Sons of Union Veterans Golf Course, with Mrs. Roy Knowl
CAMDEN BENEFIT DANCE
Seaside Chapter meets Monday entertainment and dancing were en
TENANT’S HARBOR
had six tables, with honors falling to ton carrying off honors. On the evening and there will be a memorial joyed with music by Dean's Orches year, and I think was still there ;
cess. •
when we moved to my present home I Universal Bible Sunday will be ob Neighboring Town Plans Big Affair
In the afternoon the ladies of the
Arthur McCurdy, Mrs. Perley Damon. same day Mrs. George W. Bachelder service.
tra. Thc auditorium was beautifully some years later.
served
at
the
Eaptist
Church
morn

Mrs. Thomas McKinney, Mrs. A. J.’ was hostess t0 four ladies at lunch
To Aid the Unemployed For Next Camden-Rockport Lions Club will
Mrs. Luella Tuttle entertained the decorated in black and white and it
• * * *
ing service when Rev.' Mr. Barton's
hold a benefit bridge in thc opera
Hallowell, Mrs. Henry Jordan and ecn
golf following, Mrs. C. O Philathea Class last evening at Green is safe to say never presented a
Thursday
When we went to the woods and subject will be "My Word.” The
house and reservations may be made
Evie
Mrs. Raymond Stewart. Mrs. ”
"!- Perry won the honors.
Gables.
prettier sight. During intermission gathered it in quantities my grand choir
will render a special number,
Perry acted as hestesss.
Camden Opera House will be the by telephone, Camden 453-11. In the
The regular meeting of Arey-He?l refreshments were served.
mother washed and scraped the “Holy Bible, Book Divine,” Noltes
Mrs. C. O. Perry, Mrs. A. R. Hav Post, A. L., was held Thursday eve
Remember the big event in the roots, split them, cut them into short solo.
mccca
of many pleasure seekers next evening a splendid program of vaude
"My Mother's Bible,” Tilman,
ville will be presented supported by
Mrs. C. O. Perry and Mrs. H. B. ener, Mrs. John Clayter of Camden. ning.
opera house next Thursday evening ' , d. and st(;eped them in m0_ by John
Reid, Remember what the Thursday when the several service Dean's Orchestra which will also
Burgess attended the bridge luncheon Mrs. Katherine Studley and Mrs.
Mrs. Finlay Calder entertained the sponsored by the Camden-Roc..poi t ]asses jor use jn cascs of colds and
clubs
and
other
organizations
unite
Bible
means
to
the
life
of
our
com
provide music for the’ dancing. Re
given Thursday at Green Gables. Ralph Trim are in Portland for the Friday Auction Club yesterday aft Lions Club. The proceeds are to go
hs whcther it was efficacious munity and plan to remain to the
in a benefit for the town's .unem freshments will be free. The invita
Camden by Mrs. Luella Tuttle /md day.
ernoon.
.
.
...
!
t0
the
need
’
'
and
unemployed.
Dane1
or
no
t
passes
my
recollection,
but
it
school.
Christian
Endeavor
at
6
Mrs . Bertha French . There were
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jamieson will ing with music by Dean's orchestra ; , . deliciouslv when mv grand. o'clock.. subject “Best Christmas; ployed, 40 of whom are already tion to participate in this deserving
registered. No effort has been spared jollification is broadcast to all and
seven tables. Decorations of yellow
g
Mr. and Mrs. R. K. Newcombe of entertain Mr. and Mrs. Leo F. Strong and several acts of vaudeville. In J*’™
and white chrysanthemums were Eastport, and daughter Margaret Mr. and Mrs. Finlay Calder and Mr the afternoon the ladies ol the local I
™ ™ in\hich Gifts." The evening service in song by the energetic general committee to sundry.
at
7
o
’
clock
is
one
of
the
best
of
the
used in conjunction with exquisite who is a senior at Nasson Institute, and Mrs. John L. Tewksbury at din- Lions Club will hold a benefit bridge ! L k , ,,
____
11
■
d twisting’a fork about
table appointments.
party in the opera house. The com- I
content. Jould fish out day. Following the song service the
were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. ner and bridge tonight
message
will
be,
"A
Great
Detective:
John A. Thompson, Willow street.
The ladies of the Methodist society ; niittee in charge of arrangements is i a bjg piece of the root COVered with
Elsie, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
will hold a sale and supper at the ; George W. Dyer, chairman; J. H. candied molasses, and thrust it into Have You Met Him?"
Lewis Small, Waldo avenue, has re
Mrs. Joseph Emery was hostess to vestry Dec. 10. Fancy articles, aprons Montgomery, publicity; Dave Crock turned home after a six weeks’ stay tire Camden Friends-In-Council re and Japanese novelties will be on sale ett, entertainment; A. Rhodes, tick- my eager mouth. I’d like to have a
ST. GEORGE
of that delectable compound
at Knox Hospital.
and supper served from 5.30 to 7.00. ets; Frances Fitzpatrick, song pro- slice
cently.
The Sunday services in the First
this very minute, for I have no
An entertainment will be given in the motion; F. W. Miller, decorations;
it would taste exactly as it did I Church will be as follows until
What are the causes for the eco
Mrs. Mary Gross cr Holmes street evening with music by the Anchor Henry Foster, refeshments; Mrs. W. doubt
in
those
long past years Every further notice: School at 1.15 and
nomic distress in the U. S. today? entertained the Jolly Six Club Class.
_
Lee Dickens, bridge. Tickets to the thing else does; even the brake roots preaching service at 2.30, beginning
What does President Hoover ascribe Thursday afternoon.
Regular meeting of the ladies of card party in the afternoon are 50 which I pull up in the spring and Dec. 7 when the subject will be "My
as three causes in his recent Con
the G.A.R. was held last evening. A cents and to the evening entertain- devour, dirt and all just as I did in Word.”
gressional message? But what do his
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Barrett have public supper was served at 6 o'clock, i ment 50 cents.
those primitive days when we chil
opponents say and what do you say? returned to Northampton, Mass., Knox Temple, P. S., Will hold a |
...»
dren ate everything eatable which “Mose," said the judge sternly “you
Dr. Harry Emerson Fosdick says “Use after being the guests of Mrs. Bar- card party at its hall Dec. 9.
Everett Dean
we could find, either above or be 1 are found guilty of having stolen two
your_ brains and you can stop it.” rett’s mother Mrs. May Knight, at
Mrs. Luella Tuttle and Mrs. Bertha
Everett Dean, 51. died at his home neath the ground, taking no ac chickens from Mr. Harrison's coop.
Discussion for Educational Club pic- The Highlands, for several days,
French entertained at 1 o'clock on the Belfast road Thursday morn- count of dirt or anything else, as The fine will be five dollars.”
nic next Friday afternoon, Mrs.
___
luncheon and bridge at Green Gables jng following a short illness. He was
Minnie Miles, Ocean street hostess.
Mrs. Margaret Cheyne Strout is at Thursday afternoon. The prize win- , born in Lincolnville and is survived long as we got what we were dig
---Knox Hospital where she will today ners were Mrs. Finlay Calder. Mrs. , by his wife, daughter Naomi Dear.. ging for.
Granville Poole was the overnight be operated upon for appendicitis. Emeline Halford, Mrs. A. V. Elmore, one sister Mrs. Fred Witherspoon of
R. W. TYLER
I hear much younger persons than
guest Thursday of Mr and Mrs. La- j
___
Mrs. Lillian Elliott and Mrs. Herbert Camden and six brothers Parker and myself complain that "nothing tastes RADIO SERVICE AND REPAIRS
forest Thurston at The Highlands.
Miss Ina Hunter and Miss Olive Thomas.
Albert of Lincolnville and Leroy, Ar as it used to,” but I am spared that
enroute to Miami, Fla., for the winter. Pride entertained 10 of the High
NEW BICKNELL
Past Noble Grands’ Night will be thur. Fred and William of this place. affliction. I taste the same old child
P. O. Box 359
.----School teachers Thursday evening at observed by Maiden Cliff Rebekah Deceased was a member of the Ma ish tang in whatever I attempt to Phone 710
Mr. and Mrs. George Ricker on the home of Mrs. C. E. Gilley, Brdad- Lodge Wednesday evening. There sonic Lodge at Lincolnville Beach. eat. Even rock saxifrage in spring
13Stf
their way to their home in Boston way aj, luncheon and bridge. The will be work, and refreshments will be Funeral services held today, Satur and sweet fern seeds in late sunufier
from a gunning trip “down East” table appointments were very dainty. served.
day, at 1.30 o'clock and interment in are welcome additions to my bill of
were recent guests of Mrs. R. N Honors were won by Mrs. Charles C.
Mt . Battie Lodge of Oddfellows Lincolnville.
fare and when the bobolinks begin
Marsh, Broad street.
. Phillips, Miss Anna Coughlin and meets next Tuesday evening and
MONDAY-TUESDAY
to sing in late May I find myself
Mrs. Charlotte Jackson.
there will be work in the first degree.
"Do you let your wife have her own searching for a long, thick sprout of
Mrs. C. W. Proctor entertained at
Refreshments will be served.
way?”
REGINALD DENNY
the slippery parasol brake to chew
luncheon and bridge yesterday at her
Much interest has been shown at Mrs. E. F. Stahl entertained the “Absolutely. And when it comes to while I listen to the sweetest bird
home on Grove street.
WALLACE BEERY
the morning prayer meetings con Friday Reading Club yesterday aft rain, I let it rain, and when it wants song I ever heard.
ducted by the ladies of the First ernoon at her home on Mountain to snow I let it snow."
Adella
F.
Veazie.
and GRACE MOORE
Mrs. C. O. Perry gave a dinner Baptist Church held at the homes of street. Mrs. John Taylor was reader.
MON.-TUES.-WED.
Tuesday evening at her home on Ma Miss Edith Bicknell, Mrs. R. I.
Rev. Winfield Witham. pastor of He: “Would you marry a man who
In
sonic street, the occasion being a j Thompson and Mrs. Walter Staples, the First Congregational Church, has lied to you?”
birthday observance for her son. this week. Each morning saw an I announced that Cyrus H. K. Curtis of She: “You don't think I want to be
Raymond Perry. There were six increasing attendance and there was Philadelphia and Rockport will pre- an old maid, do you?”
covers.
much earnestness of spirit, with
helpful prayers.
Mrs. Ira Feeney who has been
spending several weeks with her
CAPTAIN EXPLAINS
daughter. Miss Dorothy Feeney, a
OUR HOME SERVICE COLUMN
student at Wilfred Academy, Boston,
The immortal story of a woman’s
has returned home.
Says That the Vinalhaven’s
sacrifice of everything for the man
she loves!
(By Florence Foreman Ellis of the Home Service Department of the
Trouble Was Slight--Never
Mrs. Mary Scarlott left yesterday |
for Clearwater, Fla., where she will
Central Maine Power Company)
ALSO
Immed’ate Danger
join her husband for the winter. She j
was accompanied as far as Boston by
KNUTE ROCKNE'S
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
her sister, Mrs. Ruth McBeath.
I would be pleased to have you
At this time of Line muffin tins with pastry. Fill
“BACKFIELD ACES”
Thc monthly meeting of the BPW print the following as a correction to
year three interest- with mince meat and cover with the
Club was held Thursday evening, the article printed in the Thursday’s
ing foodstuffs com- upper crust. Pinch edges together Simple—He's telling him of the
With Comedy and News
supper being served under the direc- :
monly found in the and slit in center to allow for escape
issue
as
to
the
seriousness
of
tne
tietion of Mrs. Susie Davis. Eighteen
NEW LOW TRICES AT
market are mince- of steam; 375 degree oven for 25
NOW PLAYING
members and three guests were pres up to the Steamer Vinalhaven Wed
meat, Cranberries minutes.
ent. Mrs. Lena Sargent conducted nesday.
and cider. Ordinar
Cranberry Pie
her class in “Business English," and in
JACK OAKIE
The trouble in itself was very slight,
ily when mincemeat Two cups cranberries, 2 tablethe absence of the expected speaker. being only a split nipple in one of the
is mentioned we vis poons tapioca. 114 cups sugar, 3
in
Mrs. Sara Lafflin Hammons, State' boiler sections, but requiring us to
ion a pie, cranber tablespoons water. 2 tablespoons
President (due to illness). Miss Helen anchor while repairs could be made,
ries mean sauce or butter. Line a pie plate with
York gave a most interesting account,; and during this time the Cutter
“SEA LEGS”
Jelly and cider pastry, cut the cranberries in half
Prices Cut To Rock Bottom!
of her recent European trip and the Kickapoo was sent and towed us to
means a glass 0 f and mix with sugar, tapioca and
A Publix Theatre
Passion Play at Oberammergau. Plans R0Ckiand
Now Playing
something cool and water. Fill pastry shell, dot with Those same delicious eandwifhe
One of The Publix Theatres
were made for filling stockings for
At no time was there any immedi
sparkling to drink. butter. Put strips of pastry over the
at a new low price
Miss Corbett's Christmas work, in ate danger either from the boiler 01
“SILVER HORDE"
It seems that there top and bake hi a hot oven, 475 deg.
preparation for* the apron sale the , from the dangers of the sea. Repairs are other things;s one can do with for about 10 minutes and reduce to
with
club Is to conduct prior to Christ
’ ' were made during the afternoon and these foods,
we are listing 350 deg. for about 30 minutes.
mas, members are to meet at the we were tack on the regular schedule three unusual Below
recipes.
Home Made Tier, at 10c a Mice
EVELYN BRENT
Cider Jelly
home of Mrs. J. O. Stevens, Talbot Thursday afternoon.
TELEPHCNE 882
Mince Pielets
avenue, Monday evening, to work.
One package of orange or lemon
(Capt.)
Roscoe
M.
Kent.
—
Sometimes after a hearty dinner, Jell-O, 2 cups boiling sweet cider,
Home of
Boy! Dine and Dance Wi'.h
It’s time to order your magazines Spiritualist services in G.A.R. hall, a slice of mince pie looks rather too teaspoon salt. Dissolve Jell-O in
Saturday
Paramount Picture*
for Christmas gifts. Why not place Sunday, at 2.30 and 7.30 p. m„ Mary much and, incongruous as it may boiling cider. Add salt. Pour into
SHOWS AT
Continuous Show
-. ono:r.y!
the order with Sherwood E. Frost. Hobbs Jones, lecturer and message seem, an entire mince pielet will mold. Chill until firm. Unmold,
Home of Para-mount Pictifrcs
2 00, 6.30, 8.30
Tel. 1181-Y.
144*146 bearer.
145-146 seem smaller and more palatable. Serve as dessert or relish.

R

CC ___

(jAi KANvl ti

Central Maine Power Company

SPELLBOUND MILLIONS
BEHOLD THIS TWENTIETH
CENTURY

MIRACLE!

Mighty Stars of
Radio
Incorpulate in
Mightiest Screen
Propolition of All
Time!

WHAT’S THE DIRT?

The Orange & Black

“A LADY’S
MORALS”

in

ftOUBLfi

Every-Other-Day
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STEEL-TRAP VICTIM

WENT TO VINALHAVEN

The Story of Goldie the Col

Because It Is Exactly the Place To
Spend a Honeymoon

lie As Told By Albert Payson Terhune

Rugged shorea of granite.

Little coves of sand.
Heaps and heaps of spruce trees.
Just a bit of land.

the bride suggested Vinalhaven,'
GALLANT COAST GUARD
was based on the belief that ration'
Maine. He asked;
costs will be less.
The bill allotted $1,640,000 for com
"Why should we go to that little Made An All-Time Record In Life
Saving Past Year—Some Interest pletion of authorized buildings for
place, when we have turned down so
ing Figures
the Coast Guard academy, $160,000
many noted places, where every
for two new seaplanes and $440,000
new Invention for our comfort can
The Coast Guard made an all-time for additional offshore patrol boats.
be had?"
She replied, "First because Vinal record in life saving last year. The To complete the last of 10 vessels
haven is unspoiled. I like the number of persons It rescued was authorized four years ago. $800,000
simplicity of the town. I like the 6.004.
was set aside, while $200,000 was given
people because they will give us a
to complete a rescue vessel for Lake
The
usefulness
of
the
Coast
Guard
sincere welcome. There is something
Michigan begun last year.
about Vinalhaven that no other "to those who go down to the sea
Irritable lady in crowded car—Stop
place can give, and that is equality. in ships ls steadily and rapidly in
No high hat there. And the summer creasing,” Commandant Billard told i pushin' can't yer? Stout man—I
days so perfect—evenings cool and the appropriations committee in ain't pushin' I only sighed.
delightful."
hearings on the treasury supply bill
"Stop!" he said. “Say no more, reported to the house. The bill rec
if half of what you say is true, we ommended an appropriation of $32,will go there."
Stopped almost instantly
897.582 for the service ln the next
So thev came to Vinalhaven.
fiscal year, an Increase over the cur 35c
with one swallow of
60c
F. F. W.
rent appropriation of $195,000. but a
WHEN IN NEW YORK—You can buy $413,000 drop below budget estimates.
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
Part of the reduction below budget
home news, at Hotaling’s agency. 308
estimates the committee reported
West 40th St.

Cool breeze from the ocean.
Goldie was a gold-and-white collie
Sunshine warm and bright
owned by William Wakeman of
Greets you tn our island nome.
Fills you with delight.
Easton. Connecticut. She is one of
I picked up a magazine the other
the few dogs to be mentioned by
name in an appeal to the State Legis day and got interested ln a war story
lature. At last accounts, she was still entitled "The Conquest of America."
living, but only by a miracle of good The story was thrilling and at the
finish America was victorious. When
luck.
She was trained as a cattle driver. our great army was mustered out
By her clever work in rounding up and the Hero (of the story) had won
Heroine and was married by the
wants to go out and get them. You and driving and herding and guard the
Magic Valley of Texas
Company Chaplain then the question
You have to live for a time in some have the finest potato country, the ing her master's cows, she saved al arose, "Where shall we go for our
southern city to appreciate the ex finest blueberry country, the finest most the entire labor of a hired man. honeymoon?"
cellent postoffiee service you get in apple country, the nicest salmon, the She was one of those inspiredly use
One after another of the famous
Rockland. I mentioned it last year, choicest lobsters, a fine harbor with ful collies whose worth is known to resorts
along the coast was dis
shortly after Christmas. The most tidewater for the largest ships, an a thousand farmers.
One February morning in 1928. cussed and abandoned, till finally
efficient service I had found in any ideal situation for many factories,
city in many years. You also have with both rail and water shipping Goldie set out through the forest on
an excellent building, well located, facilities—but. surrounded with all a rabbit hunt. She did not come
of which you should be very proud. these God-giving advantages, the home. Her owner searched for her
and he offered one reward after an
Most of the 9000 and 10.000 cities, towns get smaller and smaller.
i> <s> <$> <g>
other. But all in vain. The goldabout the size of Rockland, have a
Rockland stood still during the past and-white collie could not have van
rented store for a postoffiep. and the
service is generally a hit and miss ten years. The last census shows ished more completely if the earth
that. Ninety-nine per cent of the had swallowed her.
affair, mostly miss.
Mr. Wakeman supposed some
Miami is a shining example of the business buildings on Main street
most terrible postoffice service I have were built by some progressive man motor-fate had befallen Goldie, and
ever found anywhere, in any city or of a past generation. Their archi at last he gave up all hope of finding
country. That is. during the winter tecture. with sliding snow from slant her again. He and his household
season, when the rush is on. I have ing roofs, bears evidence of the truth grieved keenly for her; and the
never been there in the summer. of thpt statement. And yet you have cattle themselves missed her.
Meanwhile, Goldie was alive, and
Sarasota. Florida, has the next poor every natural advantage for the mak
est service I have ever encountered, ing of a wonderful city. You have ln torment.
As she dashed through the woods
and this valley town where this is a deep water harbor one night from
February’ day, in pursuit of a
written, comes third. This morning Boston by steamer; protection for that
bouncing rabbit, something unseen
at 10 o'clock, there was one lone girl shipping; good railroad facilities; a caught
her by the right forepaw and
ln the postoffice front, and she was fine climate in which to work inside
selling stamps, handing out general twelve months in the year; you are at the same time something seized
by the right hlndfoot. She was
delivery to a long line at another near the border with the advantages her
window, writing money orders and of cheap labor; you are ideally situat flung heavily to the ground, and lay
registering mail at another window, ed for either manufacturing or agri there writhing and whimpering; pow
and handling the pre-holiday parcel culture. but there is little effort made erless to get up or to free her two
post packages, weighing and insuring to go after new business; to increase right legs.
» • * •
them, at another window. This town the weekly payroll for the merchants'
In her careless rush after the rab
is as large as Rockland, and does as benefit.
Even five small factories, employ bit. Goldie had stepped upon two
much business, and probably more at
100 men each, would dump a pay steel traps, cunningly hidden under
this season, and so you may imagine ing
of $10,000 every Saturday night the dead leaves of the forest. Her
what service one lone clerk can give, roll
handling every department in the into the merchants' bank accounts. flying feet had sprung both traps'
That would be $40,000 a month, new serrated jaws. They gripped her
front of a postoffice.
coming into town from goods with relentless force, holding her a
You have as nice a postoffice money,
shipped away, and that would make helpless prisoner, in the depths of the j
building and as good service under just
difference between standing woods and far from home.
Mr. Veazie. and before that under still the
and going ahead at fair speed.
Apparently the two traps which j
Mr. Blethen. as I have ever found in Other
cities are doing it. Everywhere had nipped Goldie had been set long ;
any city in the United States.
I looked after I left Washington until before by someone who not only did
I reached here—2000 miles away from not take the trouble to go and Inspect ,
And I never tire telling the people you—I saw cities growing; new fac them, but who had not had the com
of thc southern states about the cool tories; new business; new homes; mon sense and decency to spring
summers in Maine, the pine woods, new Main streets.
or remove them after he was
the lakes, the fishing, the camps for The whole country is not standing them
with their use.
the youngsters and the grown-ups. still. Over 90 per cent of the country through
foodless, waterless, and
the fir. the balsam, the wooded paths west of Pennsylvania is going ahead inHelpless,
eternal agony, the gallant little
and gurgling streams, the shaded in population and new building. New collie lay amid the underbrush, far
drives and lovers lanes that wind England stands still, or goes back off the beaten track of passersby. The
through dale and valley. There is ward. Maine is not alone. Connecti blizzards of that long winter swept
much to praise about the State of cut cities are no better off than those over her, burying her three feet deep
Maine. There is no other state in in Maine; and Massachusetts follows in
snow. The icy winds tore at her.
the union that can compare with a close third.
The chilling rains sluiced her help
it as a place in which to spend a
«?><$> <$>
less body and then froze on her coat.
summer vacation.
In the mail-bag today I find three
Zero weather sent its cruel pangs
Of course, you have not yet learned fine pictures of snow in Rockland, through
emaciated frame. Hun
how to grade and ship your apples to sent me by Earle C. Dow for the little ger and her
thirst tortured her. Crows
get the big business—and New York Mexican news boy who has never
lighted on the tree-branches above
City has to send way across the con seen snow. Thanks.
her, glaring speculatively down as if
tinent to the state of Washington to
<®> f<5>
calculating how soon she would be
get tissue-wrapped, graded apples in
Supplementing what I said in my come their prey.
boxes—the winesaps. delicious, and
Faint with hunger, she took to nib
the Jonathans—which they retail in article in the preceding issue—Mrs.
New York for 1\ cents each.by the Byron Mills of Waldoboro sends me bling dead leaves and twigs and roots,
FOR MEN—Silk. Lisle, and Silk and
box to men who sell apples on the the correct solution to the orange and even the frozen earth, as far as
Wool Hosiery. Better qualities ......
streets to keep them alive during this problem, having worked it out by her pinioned legs would permit her
.................. ...... ................ 25c to 1.00
dull period. Your harbor is full of algebra, and her souvenirs of Texas to reach, in all directions. She ate
the finest eating fish in the world, will be mailed tomorrow. The con everything she could get her teeth
MEN'S NECKWEAR—Both plain and
the haddock and the cod. but only test is now closed. Thank you for into ln a vain effort to staunch the
fancy patterns. Thc kind men prefer.
ever-gnawing hunger that tormented
an occasional fisherman feels that he the interest you have shown.
.............. ...... ................... 50c to 2.00
her.
• • • •
MEN'S SHIRTS—High grade shirts in
It was on February 10 that Goldie
THE STATE GRANGE
LIGHTHOUSE DEPOT
all styles and the best designs ......
was caught in the two merciless steel
....................................... 1.35 to 5.00
traps. On April 5—fifty-five days
Patrons Go On Record As To Budget Submitted To Con- later
—a farmer was tramping through
MEN'S GLOVES—Unlined, wool or
Certain Laws Which They
gress Asks $32,500 For the forest, marking trees for cutting,
fur lined, selections of merit ..........
when by the merest accident he
............................. ,.......... 1.95 to 5.00
Desire
the Rockland Project
caught sight of the skeleton figure
lying there in a circle of gnawed away
MEN'S MUFFLERS—Fancy silks or
A resolution that members of the Appropriation of money for the leaves and twigs.
plain colors in stunning assortment.
The farmer set free the wretched
Public Utilities Commission be elect completion of the lighthouse depots
....................................... 1.50 to 4.00
ed by popular vote instead of ap projects at Portland and Rockland little collie and carried her home to
pointment by the Governor, was are specifically asked in the budget Mr. Wakeman. But one of the im
BOYS’ LEATHERETTE COATS—
made from the floor of the Maine estimates for the ensuing fiscal year prisoned feet had frozen, for lack of
Guaranteed. Heavy sheep lined. WomState Orange Thursday by Millard submitted to Congress by President circulation, and had dropped off.
batinc collars. 4 pockets—full belted
Howard of Androscoggin Pomona Hoover. Maine will of course bene The stump of the leg was in frightful
—knit wristlets. Sizes 4 to 20
4.95
Grange. He suggested one member fit proportionately in all the gen condition.
of the commission be elected every eral departmental estimates for gov
No longer could Goldie hope to
BOYS’ HORSEHIDE COATS—Sizes 8
two years. The matter was referred ernment activities.
round up the cows or in other ways
to 20 years. A "real fellow" to stand
to the committee on resolutions.
make
use
of
her
former
speed
and
The budget reports $225,600 neces
thc cold and rubs ........................ 8.50
Edwin T. Clifford of Winthrop, sary to complete the Portland project dexterity. But she was alive. That
former member of the State High and $32,500 for Rockland, including was the main thing. She was nursed
MORE
BOYS'
SUGGESTIONS—
way Commission, recommended that site and material for construction.
tenderly back to life and health, and
Blouses —Shirts —Sweaters —Bath
the Legislature be urged to repeal
presently
she
was
able
to
hobble
Robes —Belts —Ties —Toques —Zip
The budget asks $750,000 for thc
the special roads appropriation and veterans' hospital at Togus, where around on three legs.
EV
per Suits and Jersey Suits. Everything
set aside $150,000 each year for im the National Soldiers' Home is locat
Wakeman took as much care of
for him.
provement of rural free delivery ed. Representative Nelson of Maine, the crippled dog as if she had been a
routes now designated as unimproved author of the bill authorizing the human, and he declared she should
RAYON UNDIE ASSORTMENTS—
roads. The Grange adopted the hospital, is discussing with officials live out the rest of her days as a
Fine Panties. Dance 8cts, Bloomers,
recommendation, which was in the j of the veterans administration the housedog and as an honored member
Chemise and Gowns. Each ....... 1.00
form of a resolution, by unanimous advisability of locating the hospital of his family, even though she could
*
• if’*
<•
vote.
be
of
no
more
use
to
him
around
the
PURE SILK UNDERLOVLIES—Che
at a point on the Kennebec River
Resolutions that the Grange seek near Augusta. Hallowell or Gardiner farm.
mise, Step-ins (lace or tailored), Panenactment of a state tax on intan and making it the nucleus of a veter
The Connecticut Humane Society
ties. Dance Sets. Each ............... 1.98
gible property: to instigate an in ans village of entirely new buildings sent representatives to see her and to
vestigation of the rate structures of to be gradually erected at a cost of examine the two traps for clue as to
ALL SILK PAJAMAS —Crepe de
electrical companies, and obtain an nearly four million dollars, to cover their ownership. But no clue could
Chine—tuck-in styles in varied soft
eauitable readjustment of present all veterans activities in Maine, in be found. Then the Humane Society
colorings. Each ......................... 5.98
rates; and to strengthen the corrupt cluding the regional veterans branch made a full record of Goldie’s tragic
practices act to safeguard the direct now located in Portland.
BEWITCHING PAJAMA ENSEMBLES
experience to present to the State
primary law, were referred to com
—Plain or figured Crepe de Chine in
For Acadia National Park the legislature in an effort to make the
mittees for consideration.
the latest colorings. Each ....... 10.98
budget asks $61,900.00 an increase of setting of steel traps illegal.
Leslie E. McIntire of East Water $2000 over the present year.
Speaking of steel traps, have you
ford and A. E. Merritt of Houlton,
100% PURE DYE CREPE DE CHINE
read Frederic Van de Water's terrible
former state assessors, urged a tax
SLIPS—Plain or lace trimmed—also
poem. "To a Fur Scarf?" If not. read
A PSALM OF OIL
on sales of retail stores with particu
wrap-around styles ...................... 2.98
it. It tells of a creature caught in
lar effect upon chain stores but Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
the jaws of such a trap and left
VANITY FAIR VESTS—BLOOMERS
neither presented this in thc form
With all due respect to Longfellow, there to starve, through many hours
—Silkcnese Vests 1.65. Bloomers to
of a resolution.
' the following lines are suggested by of torment. It ends:
match 2.65.
The committee on roads report, the enormous consumption of pe "Then, through the gloom of night,
including in its recommendations a trolcum and its products:
came One who set the timid spirit
VANITY FAIR VESTS—BLOOMERS
bond issue for permanent roads, a
free.
tne not In mournful measure
—Bemberg Vests, 1.00. Bloomers to
five cent gasoline tax, and a tax on Tell
"'I know thine anguish, little son!
Oil Is but an empty show.
match, 150.
commercial vehicles, was accepted For tis earth's deep hidden treasure
So, once, men trapped and tortured
And a pump will make it flow.
without comment.
State Master
me!’ ”
Crawford said acceptance of any Oil Is greasy, oil doth smell bad.
committee report did not commit the
Thus thc pessimist doth preach;
Grange to a program—that only a So of old the poor fox felt sad
When the grapes he could not reach
properly approved resolution had
that effect.
Not to stay at home and grumble
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PORTLAND

TAKES THE OATH

Dwight W. Morrow Is Now Full
Fledged Member of U. S. Senate
Dwight W. Morrow was adminis
tered the oath Tuesday as Senator
from New Jersey. Mr. Sorrow's
entry completed the membership of
the Senate, the New Jersey Senator
was accompanied to the dlas of Vice
President Curtis by Senator Kean of
New Jersey at the beginning of the
session to receive the oath.
Mrs.Morrow and theSenator's daugh
ter Elizabeth, were ln the gallery but
Col and Mrs Charles A. Lindbergh,
or his family did not come to Wash
ington.
The political composition of the
Senate for this session now stands;
Republicans, 53; Democrats, 42;
Farmer-Labor, 1. This is a gain of
three for the Democrats who will
have 46 seats in the next Senate.

PORTLAND

Che

Christmas

of Gift Ideas Bids You . Welcome
lo Its Five Mammoth Floors

Of 7housands

Suggestions

£

a

BUSY “SCOTTY" BUILDER

J. D. Morse Completes Sixth Boat
For Gloucester Man.
Keep On Building

and

Will

J. D. Morse, Damariscotta boat
builder who has just completed a
fine fishing craft for Bennie Cucurra
of Gloucester, will shut down his
shop for only two weeks after Christ
mas, and then he will work up a
yardful of material which he has on
hand.
He has faith enough in the future
to venture to build a couple of 80footers, one a fisherman and the
other of a design which can be made
either into a fisherman or yacht,
believing that he will be able to dis
pose of the boats.
The one built for Cucurra is the
sixth that he has launched for the
Gloucester firm. It is 86 feet long, ot
18-foot beam with a draft of eight
and one-half feet, and will be used
for fishing in southern waters.

p -=

Is the way to make your pile.
But In hearty rough and tumble
Dig and bore till you strike "lie.”
Rods are long and wells are
And the earth bored full
Shows the work of constant
Shows the faith that fills

LIBBY’S

Alling.
of holes.
drilling.
our souls.

1— The Lowest Prices in Years.

See at Oil Creek how they rally.
See at Dover, down ln Maine.
In the Alleghany Valley.
All ha e oil upon the brain.

Trust no agent's glided story.
Go yo’ rsell get you a lease.
Drill, drill deep ln search of glory.
Find It when you strike the grease.
Hits of greenhorns oft remind U3
We perhaps, by patient toll.
Can departing leave behind us
Quite a striking show of oil.
Such a show as that another.
Borfng after without luck.
Some forlorn and fainting brother
Seeing may keep up hts pluck.
Let us then be busy boring.
With the means at our control.
Keep on drilling, keep exploring.
With a pump ln every hole.

Shortfellow (Dunt.I

Hope, Me.

At

2—Free Deliveries in New England.

CHRISTMAS
TREES
Order now! Any size or shape!
Spruce or Fir!
HOUSE SIZE

50c to $1-00

May be called for or will deliver!
Call MR. PAGE
Telephone 1170-Y
Rose Hill Farm

Owl’s Head, Me.
144-147

3— Untold Selection Poss'bilities.
4— Charge Account Privileges.

5— Mailing and Wrapping Services.
Order Shopping Service.
7— Facilities for Checking Articles,
6— Mail

8— Gift Certificates Procurable.
9— In

the Heart of Portland's Activi
ties.

10—New Bills and Coins. Gift Checks
Cashed.

Suggestions
RAYON BLOOMERS AND VESTS—
For Women. A11 shades in matching
qualities. Each ................. ...... . 1.00

LINEN LUNCHEON SETS — 54 inch
hand embroidered sets—6 Napkins in ,
varied colors. All for ................... 2.95

NON-RUN RAYON UNDIES—Excel
lent selections at 79c—2 for 1.50 or 59c
—2 for 1.00.

FIVE YEAR DIARIES—Leather cov- !
ered—richly covered selections. A |
fine gift......................................... 150
QUALITY PLAYING CARDS—Colon!- I
al pattern backs. TWO packs to a
box. Always appreciated ............. 1.50 j

FINE PURE SILK HOSIERY—Silk thc
entire length—a beautiful texture.
Pair ............................................. 150
GORDON H 300 HOSIER Y—Heavy
service weights. Regular and extra
sizes. Pair ................................... 2.00

BOXED STATIONERY — Glove fin
ished papers in Eggshell with gold
edges. Box ................................... 1.00

CHILDREN'S LONG HOSIERY—Wool
and Rayon in one-and-one English rib.
Serviceable ....................... . .......... 50c

DAINTY BOUDOIR CAPS—Satin and
Crepe de Chine—lace trimmed. As
sorted colors.................... 1.00 and 150

WOOLEN GLOVES—MITTENS—For
Children and Misses. Certainly very
good value ...................... 59c and 79c

KNITTED BED JACKETS — Warm - i
comfy—plain or ribbon trimmed. Va- j
rtous colors...................... 1.00 and 155

FLEECE LINED GLOVES—For Worn- |
en. Soft and warm—fashionable styles j
withal. Pair ................................ 1.00

FLEECE LINED KID GLOVES—Worn- !
pn's, with fur trimmings. A big favor
ite. Pair ..._................................. 255

SOFT CHIFFON SCARFS — Several
adorable patterns in both dark and
light shades .................................. 1.95
BABIES' CARRIAGE ROBES — Of
Brushed Wool in lovely tan and grey
One of many values ................... 2.98

WASHABLE CAPESKIN GLOVES—
Smart Slip-ons that always find a royal
welcome ....................................... 2.25

BABY JACKETS IN WHITE—Another
thought for the little ones you wish to
remember ....... .......................... . 1.00

WOMEN'S HANDKERCHIEFS—Pure
Linens with nicely embroidered cor
ners. 3 in box ..... ......................... 50c

LITTLE TOTS’ BATH ROBES — In
that famous Whittendon Fiannel. Sizes
2 to 6 years. ................................. 1.00

HANDKERCHIEFS — In

CHILDREN'S BATH ROBES —"Bea
con.*." tn all the latest designs and
colors. 2 to 14 years......... 1.98 to 4.98

CHIFFON

pleasing color and design variations.
Each ............................................. 29c

MEN'S HANDKERCHIEFS — High
grade Linens with colored bordets.
Each ............................................. 50c
HANDKERCHIEF CASES-Silko. Sat
ins, Moires — hand painted—pastel
shades .......................................... 50c

SACHET BUDlS BOXED—7 to the set.
Fancy silver and black box. Set 150
ORGANDIE BOUDOIR PILLOWS—
French organdies in rainbow shades.
Many decorated ........................... 1.95
KIDDIES’ COVERALL APRONS—Of
transparent rubber. Practical in every
way ............................................... 50c
WOMEN’S TOURIST CASES—Silk
moires, rubber lined—in colors. Splen
did value ....................................... 79c
WOMEN’S COVERALL APRONS—
Featherweight Rubber Aprons—spot
proof—figured designs ................. 1.00
12-POCKET SHOE BAGS—Fancy cre
tonne bags in many appealing de
signs ......................... ................... 79c
RAYON BED SETS—Beautiful Spread
and Bolster to match. Choice colors.
................................................... 555
FINE PILLOW SLIPS—Fine count cot
tons — hemstitched — appliqued hems.
Pair ............................................... 1.50
3 PLUSH COAT HANGERS — Rib
boned and tied—in all lovely colors
Set ................................................. 1.00
EMBROIDERED PILLOW SLIPS —
Hand done, hemstitched, handsome de
signs. 42x36
Pair ................... 2.25
LINEN MADEIRA NAPKINS — 12"
Napkins in several excellent designs,
ti dozen, boxed .......................... _. 1.95
ALL LINEN TOWELS—18x27", With
most attractive cross stitched patterns.
.................................................... 1.00
LINEN HEMSTITCHED TOWELS—
Solid colors—beautifully appliqued in
marine designs. 18x27". Boxed 1.00

Suggestions

Suggestions

SUNCRAFT PLAY PETS — The Play
Pet Family of Mother Goose charac
ters. Little Polly Flinders, Humpty
Dumpty, Little Red Riding Hood. Old
Mother Hubbard, Little Boy Blue 1.09

WOMEN'S NOVELTY APRONS — In
effective floral designs — some lace
trimmed ......................... 1.00 and 1.50
CREPE AND RAYON KIMONOS—In
patterns and colorings that are de
cidedly new ................... 1.98 and 2.98

STERLING STEAK SETS—2 piecesSterllng handles. 6" stainless blade
and fork. Bright or satin finishes.
Set ............................................... 5.00
STERLING CANDLESTICKS — 9'i"
tall—weighted base—Colonial styles—
plain or hammered designs. Pair 5.00
FRAMED PIE PLATES—Genuine Pyrex filler—chromium, non-tarnlshable
frame. Pierced design ................ 2.95

CHILD’S STERLING BRACELETS—
Bangle Bracelets—adjustable—several
patterns, fancy etched .................. 1.00

ENAMELED MESH BAGS—Durable
armor mesh—pleasing and colorful.
Extreme values at........................ 2.95
REAL STONE RINGS—Heavy Sterling
Silver with genuine stones—Marcaslte, Chalcedony, Onyx, Crysophasc.
Carnelian and Rose Quartz ...........2.00
FLORENTINE HAND BAGS—Genuine
Italian Art Craft—exceedingly colors
ful and unique ............................. 2.95
GENUINE GOAT BILL FOLDS —
Real leather, beautifully finished. For
bills, cards. Identification ........... 3.50
CUT STEEL BEADED BAGS—For
Evening or Sunday wear. In Gold or
Silver. Silk lined ....................... 3.95
“ROME” ELECTRIC PERCOLATORS
—Nickel plated—6 cup size—cord and
2 piece plug .................................. 5.95

CHROMIUM ELECTRIC TOASTERS
—Toasts 2 slices at once. Reversible
—complete with cord .......... ......... 5.49
'<*•
DRIP-A-DROP COFFEE POT—Master
coffee maker. - The French drip meth
od. Gives delicious flavor ........... 5.25
NOVEL BRIDGE SET—"Goose Girl"
and “Top o' Hill" patterns in Ameri
can Porcelain. 4 Plates—4 cups—4
saucers—cake plate. In a white gift
box ............................................... 5.95

PYREX GLASS CASSEROLE—Quart
size—copper, nickel plated frame 3.19
35-PC. BREAKFAST SETS—American
Porcelain Yellow Glaze—prettily deco
rated .............................................. 7.49
3-CANDLE TABLE LAMPS—19" high
—Bronze or Pewter finish—14" Parch
ment shade. 10.00 value ............. 5.95
NOVELTY

METAL LAMPS — Ship

Model and Colonial Cottage shapes.
Lamp, Bulb and Cord ................... 2.95
TAILORED DAMASK PILLOWS—
Square or Oblong—pure Kapoc filled
—splendid colors .................
1.95

NEW METAL BRIDGE LAMPS—Metal
Stands with attractive Shades that har
monize .......................................... 1.29
SMOKING STANDS PLEASE—Always
room for another one. And these are
good looking ................... 255 to 16.00

HANDY MAGAZINE RACKS—A won
derful variation of types and finishes
for any need.................... 159 to 15.25
WALNUT CEDAR CHESTS—Excel
lently finished Walnut Veneer Chests
of beauty ...................... 1750 to 34.00
BUFFET OR MANTEL MIRRORS—
Semi-Venetians — open work comer
decorations, and etchings ............. 6.50
ART

CALENDARS

FOR

ALL —

"Friendship" — “Business Man" —
"Smiles" and other subjects 20c to 50c
CUTE BABY PICTURES—"A Little
Bit of Heaven" — "Awakening," and
other subjects ............................. 2.95
SWING PHOTO FRAMES—Protect
and enhance the appearance of your
favored friends ............................. 1.00
TOILETRIES AT JUST 50c—Guimet
Bath Salts and Powder Sets. St. Denis
Bath Salts. Trcjur Compacts. Cheramy
Toilet Water. Bourjois Evening in
Paris Talcum. De Vilbiss Atomizers.
MEN'S SHAVING SETS—A complete
set by Williams. He will always ap
preciate one .....
85c
TOILETRIES AT JUST 1.00—Yard
ley's Bath Salts, Toilet Water or Tal
cum. Bourjbis Eveing in Paris Bath
Powder. Bath Salts or Perfume. Hudnut’s Bath Salts, Toilet Water or Bath
Powder. Elmo Toilet Water or Bath
Salts.
TOILETRIES 3.75 to 25.00—Pyralin
Toilet Sets consisting of 3 to 10 pieces.
Different selective colorings.

EVERYBODY VISITS SLIPPERLAND
—Daniel Green Slippers for every mem
ber of the family......,............. 1.95 up
Women’s Fancy Slippers—latest styles
and colors ................................... 1.00
Misses' and Children's Sheepskin Slip
pers ...........
98c
ALSO OVERSHOE8 FOR ALL—For
Men. Women. Boys and Girls. All
quality selections ..................... 1.69 np

